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Here" workshop from 8 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. in the Curris Center Ohio room
Nov. 14-15.
The training program will examine
the legal and practical aspects of fed·
eral laws, as well as local board poli·
cies and grievance procedures,
regarding sexual harassment in the
workplace.
The price of a one:-day workshop is
$50; a two-day workshop is $75.
12 hours credit may be eamed for
school administrators attending both
days.

Margaret Harper/The News

J acob Heustis, senior from Louisville. prepares Wednesday for his bachelor of One arts solo show. Heustis' work, which consists of oil and acrylic
on canvas, will show on the upper noor of the Eagle Gallery today.

Automobile accident kills
Lambeth College students

Wild West equestrian teams
to showcase shooting skills

An article in Thursday's edition of
the "Murray Ledger & Times" report·
ed two Murray State students died in
a car accident on Ky. 121 on Wednesday.
David Greg Wallace and Kyle S.
Morden were c;hJdents at Lambeth
College, nol Murray State.

Murray State's equestrian team is
presenting the Kentucky /Tennessee
Border Challenge at 6 p.m. Saturday
in the West Kentucky Expo Center.
Participants will demonstrate riding
and shooting skills as they compete
for points, buckles and prize money.
Tickets will be sold at the door for $6
or $5 with a Murray'State Racercard.
Tickets for children 10 and under are
free.

Black Student Council hosts
tailgating party Saturday
The Black Student Council is hosting a tailgate party from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. Saturday in the Curris Center
Stables for the Murray State football
game against Tennessee State University.
A plate meal will consist of two
meats, chips and a beverage and cost
$1. All students are welcome.

Alpha Sigma Phi members
earn money raking leaves
Alpha Sigma Phi will hold its
annual community-service event,
Rake and Run, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday.
Members will accept donations
for raking Murray residents' leaves.
A portion of the donations will be
used to send several members on a
Habitat for Humanity trip during
SRring Break.
Anyone interested in having a
yard "r<lked should phone 767·9298
and leave a street address or e-mail
mike. voung@murraystate.cdu.

Annual television auction
collects money for charity
The annual Alpha Epsilon Rho Television Auction will air from 7 to 10
p.m. Monday and Tuesday on MSU
TV-11
Members of the National Broadcast·
ing Society and Alpha Epsilon Rho
received donations of goods and services from Murray area businesses
worth more than $2,500. Most items
will be auctioned off for half their
retailed value.
Proceeds from the auction will go to
the chapter's philanthropy and help
fund student travel to conventions.
Everyone is invited to attend the
taping at the TV-11 studio in the Doyle
Fme Arts Center room 822.

Alpha Kappa Alpha honors
faculty, staff with reception
Alpha Kappa Alpha is hosting a fac·
ulty· and staff-appreciation reception
from 6 to 8 p.m. Thursday in the Cur·
ris Center dance lounge.
All faculty and staff members are
welcome.

Campus Connection Center
seeks teen-center volunteers
The Campus Connection Volunteer
Center, a division of American
Humanics, needs volunteers for the
Murray-CaUoway County 4-H Club to
work with the teen club on the first
and third Monday of each month.
For more information, phone Tim
Untried or Paul Johnson at 762-3808 or
762-6117.

Rape Crisis Center seeks
volunteers for puppet show
The Purchase Area Rape Crisis
Center needs volunteers to work in
th eir puppet troupe, "The Kids on
the Block."
Volunteers go to Purchase Area
schools to teach kindergarten
through fifth-grade students about
good and bad touch in a fun way
they can understand.
Volunteers 20 years of age and
older should phone (800) 928-7273.

Anchored Soul to perform
at American Church of God

Sexual harassment workshop
to provide legal information

The American Church of God is
presenting the singing group
Anchored Soul at 5 p .m . Nov. 17
in th e Shoney's conference room.
Everyone 'is invited to a ttend .

The West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative is presenting a "Sexual
Harassment - You Can't Do That

Campus Briefly is compiled lly Taylor
Marie Ewi11g, assistant news editor.
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Thursday, Oct. 31
2:52 a.m. A caller reported
a nude skateboarder on the
footbridge . The subject
was gone upon officer
arrival.
6:52 p.m. A student report·
ed a vehicle stolen from the
Franklin Col lege parking
lot.
9:51 p.m. Racer Patrol
reported three intoxicated
individuals in the mall
area. The subjects disposed
of alcohol before officer
arrival.
9:57 p.m . A caller reported
her checkbook was stolen
from her purse in Hart College. A report was taken .
11:34 p.m . Nonstudent
Douglas McKinnon was
arrested for DUI in front of
Winslow Dining Hall.

near 15th and Olive streets.
il:43 a.m. The Murray
Police
Department
requested someone check
on a student who had a
fight with her boyfriend at
Hester College.
12:26 p.m. A caller request·
ed an ambulance for a subject who fell off a horse at
the Expo Center.
1:47 p.m. A caller reported
a subject was stuck in an
elevator at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
6:02 p .m. There was a theft
report at Hart College.
7 p.m . A Sugar Cube
employee reported a customer made her fee l nervous. A report was taken.

Sunday, Nov. 3
1:34 a .m . A subject reported her car was damaged
while in the Curris Center
parking lot. A report was
taken.
2:15 a.m. A caller reported
a fight at the Alp ha Tau
Omega house.
2:33 a.m. Quinton Stone,
graduate student from
Clay, was arrested fo r disorderly ~onduct and alcohol intoxication a t the
Alpha Tau Omega house.

Friday, Nov. 1

12:21 a.m . The residence
director at Regents College
reported a student with
possible alcohol poisoning.
EMS was notified.
4 a .m. A citation was
issued to a motorist for the
use of illegal blue lights.
8:52 a.m. There was a
report of three dogs run·
ning loose near Blackburn
Science Building.
2:28 p.m. A caller reported .3:57 p.m. Four male subjects
were reported in Alexander
a wallet stolen from Hester
Hall.
College.

Saturday, Nov. 2

Monday, Nov. 4

12:42 a.m. A caller reported a group of people
involved in a verbal alter·
cation at Hart College.
1:58 a.m. An officer fou nd
two subjects near an unsecured door at Blackburn
Science Building. A report
was taken.
9:32 a.m. There was a
report of a n onresid ent
entering Hester College
9:54 a.m . An officer
encountered a male subject
who appeared con fused

1:41 a.m . A verbal warning
was issued to a motorist on
Waldrop Street for speeding.
6:59 a .m. A Ca lloway
County deputy advised a
calf had escaped from a
pen at West Farm.
1:16 p.m . A caller repor ted
gasoline on leaves in the
Ryan Street parking Jot. An
officer advised there was a
minimal amount · on the
ground .
4:56 p.m . A cnJter reported

two chiJdren riding bicycles through the flower
beds at the dorm circle.
5:37 p .m. A caller reported
someone playing bagpipes
in the Quad and disturbing
class.
7:35 p.m. Several children
riding their bikes in the old
University Tire parking lot
reported to an officer that
two male subjects pulled a
knife on them in a threatening manner.

Tuesday, Nov. 5
12:07 a .m. A verbal warning was issued to a
motorist for disregarding a
traffic control device on
16th Street.
3:42 a.m. A verbal warning
was issued to a motorist
for having only one headlight.
6:54 a.m. A caller reported
a fraternity house's sign
was found in the West
Farm driveway.
3:07 p.m. There was a
vehicular accident on
Chestnut Street.
3:45 p .m. There was a report
of a stolen camera at the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Wednesday, Nov. 6
12:49 p.m. A residence
director at Regents College
reported a resident's laundry was stolen during a
power outage. A report
was taken.
7:54 a.m. There was a fourvehicle accident on 16th
Street.
2:07 p.m. There was a
report of a male subject
writing down license-plate
numbers at Sparks Hall
and the Business Building.
Police Escorts-21
Motorist Assists-5

Police Beat is compile.t by Taylor Marie Ewing, assistant
uews editor. All dispatched
calls are not listt·d.

ADIFFERENCE!

Not happy with your ID
picture?
Changed residential colleges?
Tired of that annoying
beeping when you go
to eat?

November 11-15

The Amertcan Humanics Program (AH) at
Murray State University offers an academic
minor in Youth & Nonprofit Leadership,
specifically designed for students who want
to Make A Difference through programs of
education, health & fitness , recreation and
character development.

ONE WEEK ONLY!!!

Call Roger Weis a t 762-3808 or stop by room 105 of
Carr Health Building for a n informal meeting.

FREE ID WEEK!!

e MUST TURN IN CURRENT VALID ID
• Not good for lost card
Racer Card Office - Located on the 1st Floor of the
Curris Center
Hours of Operation: Monday - Thursday 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
and Friday 8 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.

YOU MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE
FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE SPRING TERM,
YAA 290

You th & Human Services
Organization (Commu nity
Service Learning}

YAA 351

Leadership & Support
Systems in Yout h &
Human Service
Organization s

I

T & TH

11 a.m.- 12:15 p.m.

T & TH

Special AH Scholarships Are Available

- - --

}

9:30 - 10:45 a.m.

-- -

-
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Republicans win control
of Congress, keep House

Kentucky incumbents win
in state mid-term election
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Harry Hennessy
was no undecided voter.
"I knew last year who I was going to
vote for," Hennessy, 69, said as he
stepped from a voting booth in
Louisville.
The top of his ticket? A pair of victorious Republicans - U.S. Rep. Anne
Northup and Sen. Mitch McConnell.
'Tm a registered Democrat, but their
party seems to be in shambles right
now, from Washington to here," Hennessy said. "I had to go with Northup
and McConnell. I've seen results."
McConnell could hardly have said it
better.
'1 think anytime an incumbent is running, it's a referendum on their
record,"said McConnell, who routed
Democrat Lois Combs Weinberg by
322,000 votes. "To receive this kind of
overwhelming support is really gratifying."
In the 1st Distr.ict, Republican Rep. Ed
Whitfield defeated Democrat Klint
Alexander. with 65 percent of the vote.
Alexander, a Yale-educated lawyer
whose family has prominent Kentucky
connections, is a Florida native and only
a recent resident of the state.

State asks bankruptcy court
to allow revocation of Birchtree
CLINTON (AP) - The Cabinet for
Health Services has gone to bankruptcy
court to try to revoke the license of
Birchtree Healthcare nursing home for
"multiple and serious violations" of
health-care laws and to remove its
remaining residents.
The nursing home has 116 beds but
only 13 residents. Dozens of others,
their care being paid for by the government, were removed by the state last
summer when Birchtree was dropped
from the Medicaid and Medicare programs for alleged health violations.
The nursing home now figures in a
scandal over an affair between its
owner, Tina Conner, and Gov. Paul Patton:Conner is suing Patton and the state
for sexual harassment. She also contends Patton used his o~fice ~.o, ]l.elp
Birch tree during the affair, then to damage it after she ended their affair. Patton
acknowledged the affair but has denied
misusing his authority.
f

·

I
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WASHINGTON (AP) Exultant Republicans took control
of the Senate and strengthened their hold on the House,
handing President G:!orge W.
Bush historic bragging rights
and two years to push through
an agenda starting with deeper tax cuts.
Sweetening
the
prize,
Republicans claimed a majority of the governors' races and
left Democrats grumbling
about a popular wartime president.
After a chastening night,
Democrats won one of the last
unresolved Senate races, in
South Dakota, as incumbent
Sen. Tim Johnson narrowly
held off Rep. John Thune, the
Republican challenger handpicked by Bush.
Nonetheless, Republicans
built at least a 51-seat Senate
majority. Only Louisiana still
must be decided, and that will
not happen until December,
when Democratic Sen. Mary
Landrieu faces a runoff.
Up for grabs Tuesday were
34 seats on the 100-member
Senate, all of the 435 House
seats, as well as three dozen
governorships and other statt>
and local offices.

Iowa county courthouse
surrenders to rodents
· DES MOINES, Iowa (AP)
Polk County officials have
decided to surrender the courthouse basement to rats.
County officials said Tuesday they will work on plans to
abandon the basement within
two weeks, possibly in favor
of rented space across the
street. Decades of court
records and more than a
dozen file-handling employees would be transferred.
Rats have been spotted sporadically for decades, but the
'rodenf population has grown
and · fhe rats h'ave become
• braver in reeenf morlti\S, partly because of spring cleaning,

3

said Bruce Greiner, director of
the county's general services.

Swordsman severs man's
thumb, seeks dismissal
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa (AP)
A man accused of slicing off
another man's thumb with a
samurai-type sword during a
fight is seeking to have an
attempted murder charge dismissed.
Salper Helgenberger, 22, of
Cedar Rapids, also is charged
with willful injury in the Aug.
30 attack on Terry Browning,
43, of Cedar Rapids.
Helgenberger's attorney,
Michael Lahammer, said there
is no evidence of premeditation or that "the defendant
specifically intended to cause
the death of the victim."
According to witnesses,
Helgenberger and Browning
were part of a group of about
20 people who had been
drinking throughout the night
in the streets and alleys
around Redmond Park.
Browning pulled a knife on
Helgenberger, cutting his left
arm, after Helgenberger used
karate-type moves on Browning, witnesses said.

College donn stabbing
Incident InJures two men
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP)
A Connecticut man was one of
two people stabbed during a
brawl in the Hesser College
dormitory,
police
said
Wednesday.
The men, who were not students, were taken to Elliot
Hospital late Tuesday night.
Their injuries were not considered life-threatening, police
said.
Police were called to the
dormitory around 11:30 p.m.
to deal with a brawl on the
fifth floor, said police
spokesman Shawn Fournier.
Officers found Rosuan
Kindell, 24, of New Haven,
Conn., in the lobby, sUffering
from stab wound to Jlis l)ack
that had punctured a lung,
Fournier said.

a

Bush close to gaining
Iraq war resolution

The writers of the letter,
many of them veteran
political
campaigners,
warned that China's economic development was
being handicapped by a
lack of political freedoms
and trust, despite a decade
of growth that has greatly
elevated living standards
for some.
It was a reminder of an
issue that has received
almost no open discussion
in mainstream political circles ahead of the party's
16th National Congress,
which begins Friday.

had allegedly insulted
!slant in his best-selling
novel, "The Satanic Verses."
Khomeini's fatwa sent
Rushdie into hiding under
British police protection for
years.

WASHINGTON (AP)
George W. Bush
edged closer to winning
U.N. approval for using
force against Iraq if it does
not disarm.
A revised joint resolution Bosnian aviation firm
prepared by the United
States and Britain capped sells weapons to Iraq
BANJA l.UKA, Bosniaeight weeks of hard-fought
(AP) - OffiHerzegovina
negotiations in which
cials
in
a
Bosnian
aviation
France, Russia, China and
had
been
making
illefirm
Mexico, among others,
gal
arms
deals
with
Iraq
for
refused to threaten Iraq.
at
least
the
last
four
years
The draft, submitted to
the U.N. Security Council when the trade was discovon Wednesday, was modi- ered last month, the Bosnfied to reflect some of their ian Serb leader . said
concerns, but it retained a Wednesday.
Investigators last month
warning of "serious consequences" if Iraqi President learned that the Bosnian
Saddam Hussein again Orao aviation firm had viodefies the council and lated a U.N. arms embargo
international
weapons against Iraq by refurbishing military aircraft that
inspectors
In another tough provi- wer delivered to Iraq
sion, it declares Iraq in through Yugoimport, a
"material breach'' of U.N. Yugoslav company.
On Wednesday, newly
disarmament resolutions.
elected Bosnian President
Salman Rushdie wins Dragan Cavic said the illegal trade began in 1999 and
international award continued until recently.
LONDON (AP)- NovelMembers ot the NATOist Salman Rushdie was led Stabilization Force
honored by fellow authors found evidence of refuron Wednesday with a pres- bishment last month durtigious prize for his contri- ing a surprise inspection of
bution to international lit- the Orao plant, located in
erature.
the northeastern Serb-held
He was chosen by writ- town of Bijeljina. The raid
ers such as Norman Mailer, was based on U.S. intelliGermaine Greer and Mar- gence reports that the comtin Amis, who presented pany was illegally selling
him with the London Inter- equipment to Iraq.
national Writers Award
2002, as part of an annual
Chinese dissidents
literary festival in the capiPr~ident

tal.

push for elections

Iran's late revolutionary
leader, Ayatollah RuhoUah
Khomemi, issued a fatwa or Islamic edict - against
Rushdie on Feb. 14F t989.
Khomeini ordered •Mus;
lirns to kill th~ Indian-born
author because Rushdie

BEIJING (AP) - Chinese
dissidents have written an
open letter urging delegates to this ll\Onth's Communist Party congress to
Telease political prisoners
and expand ditect electionS
for officials.

French officials deny
hiding smallpox vlnas
PARIS (AP) - A French
officiaJ said Wednesday
that his country does not
have any samples of the
smallpox virus, strongly
denying U.S. assertions
that it has retained supplies in violation of international rules.
Smallpox has plagued
humans for centuries and
is thought to have killed
more people than all wars
and epidemics combined.
After a massive worldwide effort, the disease
was declared eradicated in
1980, with authorized samples of the virus retained
for future research in Russia and the United States
only.
However, U.S. intelligence officials said Tuesday they believe that four
nations have hidden unauthorized samples of the
deadly virus - Russia, Iraq,
North Korea and France.
The French government
"strongly denies" the accusation, said Foreign Ministry spokesman Bernard
Valero.
•
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World Briefly is F.qmpiled
by staff writer Tim Siniard.

~vfts~rs Con~~s~
~:~~<& Conv~ntion
3(0)=Nov~ 2

:P!'..

l'IONAL PACEMAKER WINNER!
YEARBOOKS IN THE COUNTRY.

-

• •
optnton

opinion editor: Severo Avila
phone: 762-4468
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Sophomores exhibit apathy
On Tuesday, Ashley
Hailson, graduate assistant in the Office of StuISSUE:
dent
Affairs, hosted a
Only two stusophomore focus group
dents attend- a meeting where all
Murray State sophoed a sophomores could voice their
more focus
opinions, ask questions
and offer suggestions
group Tueson any issue about
day.
which they felt strongly. ~
Attendance at the
POSITION:
meeting was only further proof of the high
Sophomores
level of apathy among
should use
Murray State students.
Two
sophomores
opportunities
showed up. No, that is
such as this
not a typo. Only two
sophomores attended
one to voice
well-publicized
their opinions · the
meeting. One would
and have their think that with all the
complaints about lack
concerns
of
communication
addressed.
between ·students and
the
administration,
sophomores
would
flock to tbe forum to
have their voices heard.
Apparently not.

Our View

TalNK
::

When, if ever, is it
acceptable to lie?
"It's OK when
it's in the best
interest of the
person you •re
lying to."

..

Adrian Tharp
S6fliot, Paris, Tenn

"It's OK to lie if
you arc going to
spare someone 's
feelings."
lt'e Whitney .Mc:adows
JunJOI, Cadiz

"It's OK to lie
when a woman
asks if her butt
looks too hi_g.''

In My
Opinion

Paducah

"I think il's tine
if it's going to get
yoli out of
trouble.H

Kyser
Lough

Nancy l>i!u
~.

Paelvcatr

Jenny Hahn/The News

__ tbe

rr1urray
~state

news

2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews@ murraystate.edu
fax: 762·3175

I

EoPH0!10RF rocus GROUP

Affairs put time and
effort into preparing a
forum especially for
sophomores - sophomores who do not realize the golden opportunity they missed.

Mystery girl's identi
bafiaesstudent, searc
for clues continues

Ryan Spann
~enlor,

One could argue that
the sophomore year is
the most impressaonable
period in a student's
collegiate career. After
having taken general
education courses as a
freshman, the sophomore year is the time to
look ahead. This is the
time when you seriously consider a major and
minor field of study.
Sophomores should
be jum{>ing at the
opportumty to have
tlieir
questions
anwered. The purpose
of the focus group was
to collect sophomore
concerns and relay
those to the administration.
Administrative
action was not guaranteed, but at least students had the opportunity to formally lodge
complaints, share opinions and offer suggestions.
Hailston and the
Office
of Student

" As I discussed the
matter in the
newsroom,
someone suggested the
possibility of
the mystery
girl actually
being my
dream girl
brought to
life."

Loree Stark
editor in chief • 762·6877
Ryan Brooks
associate editor • 762·4468
Marcl Owen
news editor • 762·4468
Severo Avila
opinion editor • 762·4468
Kyser Lough
college life editor • 762·4480
Chris Jung
sports ed•tor • 762·4481
Seth Frank
onl,na ed1tor • 762·4468
Zachary Konkol
chief copy editor • 762·4468
Karrl Wurth
photo editor • 762·4468
Justin Kimbro

Almost every day as I stroll across
campus, a girl catches my eye.
Granted, many girls catch my eye, but
this one always stands out. She has a face
that is familiar to me, like I have had a
conversation with her in the past. I know
her; at least I think l do.
Therein lies the problem. For the life
of me, I cannot think of any instance
where I have met this girl. I always smile
as I pass her; it is an involuntary reaction
and a cheap way to cover myself in case
we actually have encountered each other
in the past.
The other day, I was walking across
campus when I observed a friend of mine
talking to her. The girl continued walking
as 1 approached my friend . After I
inquired about her, my friend told me the
girl just randomly came up and started
talking to her. As I gazed at the receding
backpack. of the mystery girl, I noticed
her name on it. The crazy part about it
was that I recognized the name and was
able to place it with the girl. This further ·
confused me.
Therefore, I have come up with three
explanations for this weird occurrence.
First, we've actually talked before, yet
my memory (which is bad enough as it
is) doesn't want me to know. College is
where you supposedly meet some of the
best friends you'll ever have. This is a
direct product of the fact that there are
now many more people to interact with,
giving you a higher chance of meeting
someone you' ll get along with. Social
college life is made up of oodles of tiny ·
connections you make with'other people.
Maybe this girl and I happened to both be
somewhere at the same time, exchanged
a brief comment to each other about the
mutual activity we were experiencing
and then parted ways. This would be the
most logical explanation, given that she
seems prone to start up random conversa-

tions with strangers.
My second explanation is that she was
thrust into the spotlight sometime when I
was around. Maybe she spoke up at a
meeting or somehow appeared to a group
of people that included me. In this situation, I would recognize her, bUl she
would have no clue who I am. It's sort of
like how I know Reese Witherspoon because of movies she has acted in - but
she has no clue who I am because her
movies are shown to an enormous audience.
Finally, I offer up the explanation that
she just has one of those faces that looks
familiar. You all know the type: the face
just looks familiar. However, I put this
explanation last for a reason. If her face
is just a familiar-looking one. then how
in the world do I associate her name with
her face?
As I discussed this matter in the newsroom, someone suggested the possibility
of the mystery girl actually being my
dream girl brought to life. Naturally, I
was excited to entertain that possibility.
but dismissed it with a sigh a few seconds later as I realized I was living in
reality.
Inquiring to another friend later, I discovered that the mystery girl had randomly talked to her as well. After
explaining the story to her and her roommate, they agreed I was stalking this girl.
I re~ent that, as I am not trying to stalk
the mystery girl, just trying to figure 0ut
how in the world I know her. All 1 want
is peace of mind, knowing that indeed we
met or have not ... but at least 1 will
know.
This thing is really starting to get to
me. The fact that I cannot figure out
something so simple as where I recognize
someone from is tearing me up. However, there is no real way to figure it out,
other than just walking up to her and

. - . - - -.....""'",...."""'""'"-~~--~,...,-· T"'-"T',

bein~Maybe
blunt about it.
if I can

break past the mental barrier 1 have put
on this whole thing
by thinking about it
too much, 1 can
actually go clear
things up.
So, mystery girl. if
you are reading this,
prepare
to
be
approached by a
random guy bluntly
asking how in the
world he knows
you. Just don't call
me a stalker.

advertising manager • 762·4478

Joe Hedges
adviser • 762·2998
MTho Murray State News· strives to be the
Umvers•ty commumty's source lor .nlorma·
t1on .
Our goal is to present that •nformalion in
a fair and unb1ased manner and also pro·
vide a free and open forum for expression
and debate.
"The Murray State News" offers a hands·
on learning environment for those students
interested In journalism or other l•elds relat·
ing to the production ol a newspaper
The campus press should be free from
censorship and advance approval of copy;
and, Its editors should be free 'to develop
their own edttoual and news polictes.
"The Murray State News" is prepared and
edtted by students and is an official publica·
hon of Murray State Untverslty. The first
copy ol "The Murray State News· is free.
Addttlonal copies are available lor 25 cents
at 1 11 Wiluon Hall.

Kyser Lough is college life etlitor for
"The Murray Srate

The administration
may be criticized for
ignoring
students'
needs, but students also
can be criticized for not
capitalizing on the
opportunity to be heard.

The staff editorial is the
maioriry opinion of the
eduorial board of "The
Murray State News."
The editorial board is
composed of all section
editors.

Movie offers
viewers
food
.
for thought
I never would have guessed that
a fun evening out with my friends
would end with such an overwhelming epiphany.
As I drove to the local Cheri
Theater with Liz and Haley
scrunched into my little blue car,
deep philosophical thinking was
the last thing on my mind. We
decided to go see "Sweet Home
Alabama" as a temporary break

from

su~ss and

In My
Opinion

studying.

Beyond the sounds of slurping
sodas and crunching popcorn, I
was struck by one of the main
character's lines in which he said,
..You can't have roots and
wings:· I pondered on this
thought for quite some time. Can
people have strong roots to their
family or the place in which they
grew up and still have wings to
reach their dreams, even if it
means leaving these roots behind'?
Using Murray State as an analogy, 1 have come to the conclusion that a person must have roots
in order to acquire wings. As :;todents, we all are enrolled at this
University for different reasons,
and each one of us has unique
dreams that we hope will be fulfilled someday. Our experiences
here will mold and shnpc the rest
of our lives in one way or an0th·
er. Murray State is where students
will receive not only an education: it is where our roots are
formed.
As for wings. that part is totally
up to us. We have to tnke the
skills we have learned and put
them into action to tnke flight.
Our roots at Murray State will
only take us so far until, with
diploma in hand. we soread our
wings to the world and make our
aspirations become reality.
The soft lights in the theater
slowly came back on. and us the
credits rolled upon the silver
screen. I was left with this ~tate
ment to contemplate.
What was supposed to be a
short break from studious thinking tumed into just that.
Perhaps the best lessons in life
are not learned within the pages
of overpriced. used books.
Thank you for my roots. "Sweet
Home Murray State," so that 1
may find my wings.

Heather
Bryant

" Can people
have strong
roots to their
family or the
place in
which they
grew up and
still have
wings to
reach their
dreams, even
if it means
leaving these
roots
bem.
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Heather Bryant is a .wplwmore
journalism major from Oo\'er,
Tenn.
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Residential college students
entertain kids on candy tours
To the editor:

I would like to thank all the Murray
State students who made Halloween a
scary'success for my children . .
We made the Springer, Franklin and

Clark college candy tours and were
quite impressed by the lengths the students went to in order for the community c hildren to have fun.
I apologize for my daughter :.!epping
on the "dead" student's foot. She did
finally quit screaming and began
laughing when she realized the student
wasn't really dead.
Each child brought home a huge bag

full of candy and a lot of chocolate too.
May nil of you have blessed and safe
holidays yet to come.
Thank you once again, and now back
to eating this candy bar. Think my kids
will miss it?

Pat Bray
Murray

Write to us
1

'The Murray State News" welcomes com·
menuuies and letters to the editor. Letters
·hould be 300 words or fewer and must be
~igned. Contributors should include
ja_ddresses and phone numbers for verification. Please Include hometown, classification, litle or relationship to the University.
"The Murray State News" reserves the
right tQ edit for style. length and content.
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.Republicans invade Bikini bull-riding
projects
bad
image
Senate and House
In My

Opinion

Severo
Avib

"What we
need is a liberal woman
in the White
House. That
should shake
things up a
bit.,

Well. they've done it. The Republicans name such as "Operation Get-George(and 1 say that with as condescending a and-those-ultra-conservative-right-wingtone as I possibly can), have taken over bastards-the-hell-out-of-Congress," and
Congress. They've already got "Curious we can base our crusade out of Murray.
George" in the White House, which quite We'll congregate in Washington and
frankly speaks volumes about the Repub- march into Congress. and if they manage
lican Party's decisions, and now they've to outwit us (sorry. I had to throw in a
got a majority of the seats in Congress, ridiculous idea in there somewhere),
we'll fall back and regroup at the Dairy
too.
They (yes, 1 do enjoy casting about Queen. Are you in?
these gross generalizations) are comI wash my hands of the American govpletely overtaking the government. ernment. Issues such as tax cuts, immi• Where did this come from? I thought the gration policies, funding for social proentire nation was now aware of the grams, government expenditure and
hideous mistakes the Republican Party abortion will be bludgeoned by this new
made in the recent past and would use Republican-infested Congress. What a
that knowledge to make sure those mis- sad commentary on our times, when
takes aren't made again. Yes, J realize no decisions and issues of such magnitude
one's perfect, but Republicans take will be decided by a bunch of conservaimperfect to a whole new level.
tives.
Did the Republican Party recently
What we need is a liberal woman in the
breed new representatives? Where did White House. That should shake things
these people come from? I think there's a up a bit. That should get some good, oldback room at the Republican National fashioned common sense behind the
Headquarters (or "hell" as I prefer to call leadership of the free world. That should
it) - a dark, unventilated room where piss off a lot of ignorant, sexist people.
Republican representatives spawn from
I think a woman could do a damn good
dirty rags on the floor. Surely you don't job as commander in chief, certainly no
believe these pseudo-people are the off- worse than the job "George of the Jungle" is doing at the moment.
spring of patriotic Americans'?
I say we take back Congress. I suggest
I can see all the white, male Republia not-so-hostile takeover. We (those of cans recoiling in disgust at the mere sugus who don't use terms such as "axis of gestion that a woman be elected to the
evil") should storm the Senate and the presidency. The fact that they think it's
House of Representatives and replace the such a bad idea is proof enough that it's
Republicans with some sensible Democ- one that merits serious consideration.
rats who can make sound decisions for
the country. We'll give our little coup Severo Avila is opinion editor for "The
some secretive. obscure. yet symbolic Murray State News."

Bull-riding and bikinis.
stereotype, yet now Sigma Pi, and
Coming from a conservative to a lesser extent aJI fraternities,
background, I would not normally will find it ~ harder to disassociate
associate th"e two with each other. themselves from it so long as parHowever, my time here at Murray ties are thrown specifically to lust
State has "broadened my hori- after scantily clad women.
The event does nothing to
zons:' and I now realize the two
improve the integrity of the men,
can be used in conjunction.
I have the brothers of Sigma Pi to women, fraternities, Interfraternity
thank for that one. My education. Council or University. In fact, this
both academically and socially, bull-riding event is nothing more
would not have been complete than an appeal to the lowest comwithout their "enlightening" pro- mon denominator. Of course, peo·
gram in which women were ple will argue it is ·harmless fun,
encouraged to participate in riding but I sincerely doubt the males
a mechanical bull while dressed there are only interested in "watchonly in a bikini. Of course, this ing" the competition.
begs the question of how will it
It is sad a Murray State organizaaffect the fraternity and Universi- tion would resort to such base and
ty's image, but that is of little humiliating tactics in the name of
importance when compared to a fun.
As a student, I am ashamed we
woman in a bikini.
·
It is amazing these fraternities endorse such an organization, and
have nothing better to do with their as a man, I am embarrassed that
time than to watch women ride a men would do such things. Despite
all the propaganda by fraternities.
mechanical bull.
Having discussed the merits of events such as this are endorsed
fraternities with several people, I and sponsored by fraterni ties.
was told that fraternities are wholeWhile I have espoused a negative
some organizations, designed to view of fraternities here, I beg of
build a young man's character. Yet them to prove me wrong. I ask the
I find it hard to reconcile the good IFC and University to examine this
ol' boy image with that of a mob of and prevent it from happening
men standing around a mechanical again. 1 hope both take such a
buiJ cheering and catcalling while stance that I will never have the
a poorly dressed woman is upon it. opportunity to write a commentary
The real irony is that Sigma Pi is such as this again.
perpetuating the fraternity-boy
stereotype. Fraternities will fight
long and hard to disassociate them- Adam Mathis is a staff writer for
selves from the sex-crazed frat-boy "The Murray State News."
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" As a student, I am
ashamed we
endorse such
an organization, and as a
man, I am
embarrassed
that men
would do
such things."

Murray's own Miss Cleo offers
advice to questioning students
the
John

Howdy. folks. Life can be a full of stress, can't romance department myself (for some reason
it'> Sometimes we just need a little assistance here girls don't like it when you ogle them through a
and there to help us make it a little further down pair of binoculars), nor do J jhave a son~ i~ea,.~Rf .,~ .
what I am going to do after college; with these
the bumpy. pothole-ridden road of existence.
Perhaps this help can take the form of money things in mind, someone might try to argue that 1
donated by a bank so you can afford to go to col- have little-to-no business dispensing advice on
lege and remain in debt for the rest of your life. such matters. However, I used to read Ann LanThis help may also take the form of a good friend ders A LOT as a kid for some god-awful reason,
giving you advice during a hard time, perhaps so 1 think I could do a decent job of answering
concerning n significant other. Even still, this questions. And, if nothing else, you are bound to
help could come as a lute-night phone call to Miss get some kind of jack-rear, quasi-humorous
Cleo, who could lull you into a calm feeling with response (I stress the "quasi" part).
her authentic Caribbean soothsaying. Either that,
So. again, send in your queries to the newsroom
or she could tell you that yo' moo's been sleepin' as soon as you can or e-mail them to john.gibwith yo' best friend, girl ... which I don't imag- son@murraystate.edu. If I get nothing, chances
ine would help with the stress.
are I will sit in the corner of my room and cry like
However, have no fear if you find yourself a small child for quite some time, so please. help
stressed and need advice, with neither Miss Cleo me preserve an ounce of dignity.
nor a friend in sight. Folks, look no further than
Oh, and one other thing, in last week's commentary 1 mentioned that I was going as Egon
your friend ly neighborhood John Gibson.
For one week and one week only, I am turning Spengler (from the movie ''Ghostbusters") for
this space into an advice column. Unfortunately, I Halloween. yet when Halloween actually rolled
may only be able to accept one or two questions around, I went as Peter Venkman (portrayed by
nt the maximum, but don't let this keep you from Bill Murray in the movie); several people have
sending in your questions; bring them in to the pointed this error out to me, and I have had to
newsroom ASAP, and who knows? Maybe you explain every time that this change was because
will find the advice you need in the very next "On of the fact that I could not find a cheap pair of
the John.''
glasses (as Egon wears glasses). I assure you all
It doesn't matter what the question is, I will at that this was not meant to be a scandalous lie, as
least try to make a half-hearted attempt to answer the only time I lie is when lam talking to people
it ... and maybe if it is a good day it will be a back home about how cool and popular I am here
three-quarter-hearted attempt. Worried about at Murray State.
romance? Classes'? What you are going to do after
you get out of college? What is the best type of
Totino's Party Pizza'! Please, feel free to ask.
John Gibson is a columnist for "The Murray
True, I may be somewhat lacking in the Stare News."
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Mates, like cars, require test-drive to find perfect match
Through the trials and tribulations of dating at Murray State comes n great analogy to explain it all: testdriving cars. That's right. My friend Robyn and I were
discussing dating one day, when in~piration struck.
For all the crazy. wonderful, honible and unique
experiences of duting, there is but one univer.;al object
to compare it to: a car. You must testdrive a car for
some time before you actually buy it. You do not want
to be stuck with <~ lemon. Trust me.
Think about it. You are out strolling around MSU's
campus without a thing to do in the world, hoping
.o;omething exciting will happen (that doe~ occur about
once a year here. belie~·e it or not). Suddenly, your
knees get weak and you nearly pass out on the gas-station pavement. A gqrgeous, classy black Lexus has
rolled up next to you (almost ran you over. but that's
melevant at the moment). As you gaze dreamily at the
automobile. you know you are in dire need of a testdrive. With butterllies in your stomach, you hop in the
driver"s seat and take off. Not tv.o minutes down the
road, it becvmes blindingly obvious this car is not for
you. It looks nearly perfect on the outside, but the
inside is too materiali~uc and stuffy for your liking.
With all the state-of-the-art equipment showing off,
how are you wppo~d to get to know the real car''
And what about the maintenance'? Pas!.! Youju~t keep
walking.
Slightly discouraged, your eyes scan other cars on
the road. Suddenly a green four-door screams your
name. You fed inexplicably drawn to its well-kept,
yet subtle. exterior. "This could be the one," a voice

screams in your head. You must take it out for a spin
to test your compatibility. As you slide into the comfortable driver's seat, you truly feel as though you can
be yourself. You feel you drove this car in another
life. As you continue to cruise in the aimless circles of
Murray. you start noticing flaws. Now, you are never
going to find a perfect car, but this one ha.s some
major issues. There is so much baggage in the back
seat, you start to feel weighed down as you drive the
car longer and longer. You cannot handle this. You
are only 21. Time to park it and move on with your
life.
At this point. you are feeling rather dejected. You
roll your eyes as a brown car rattles by. Right, like you
would testdrive that. Not that you are being superticial, of course. But face it. you must be attracted to the
car in some way. But what the hell. You gingerly situate yourself into the worn, lambskin seat cover und
avoid the soda stains on the dash. Skeptically. you
cruise toward Paris (because at this point you need a
drink) when shock engulfs you. You actually like the
car's different way of driving. Though it stalls at
times, it has much to offer. It's real. And best of all,
no one tries to steal your car. It just doesn't stand out
enough - in a positive wr.y - so you have the upper
hand. But you are only human, and a college ~tudent
at that, so you are soon qrayed away by the SUV
coming your way.
Now as you continue your quest for "the car," there
is some critical advice to keep in mind. Some of the
following helpful tips will keep you from the worst

tide of your life.
First of all, thoroughly inspect the car's interior.
Any remnants of hideous lipstick or strange clothing
articles :ohould register as a red light: Get out while
you can. Secondly, make sure you buckle up. You
never know where the car is going to take you. Some
cars have a mind of their own, in a bad way. And if a
car doesn't offer seat belts for when you start to get
intimate, write it off. You need that protection. unless
you want to jump in a car with a baby seat in the back.
Baby seat!. are not always ideal. but in some cases, the
extra passenger they carry can be a bles.~ing and a joy.
Remember that Murray is a small town with few
roads. Practice extreme caution when driving a car
previously driven by a friend. It could cause a horrible fight and leave you with one less friend. If you
must drive it. try to go to Paducah so other drivers you
know won't see you.
When there is not much chembtry between you and
a car. but you feel at ease with it, simply get out with
a friendly v.ave. You may not be destined for one
another, but you can still wash it once in a while to
renew the bonds of friendship. Try to go ancognito if
you scandalously p<~rk one of your testdriven cars in
your driveway t()r the night. Rumon. can tly about,
and you -may get a bad reputation for overnight te!itdriving.
If. heaven forbid, you get burned by a car, you only
have one path to take. Release anger and frustration
on the car, glare at it a few times as it <:ruises by you,
but then move on. Do not ruin the car's existence by

vandalizing it. You are a better person than that and
will lind a better car soon. Remember, never hate a
car, no matter what it does to you. Hate is a useless
emotion in the quest for finding the perfect car.
Furthermore, do not take the testdriving too seriously. Occasionally you will cruise in the car for
weeks. simply passing the time. The connection may
not be there between you and the car, but sometimes
you just need to drive.
Above all else, be careful out there. Testdriving
cars will take you on many twists and turns in life, so
remember that the car must be able to adapt to all
these changes. Do not give up, however. One day
when you least expect it, you will see "the one.'' The
silver Nissan 200SX with dents and a missing headlight just might be very unique inside.
You will find the car for you, and all the rotten testdriven ones before it will seem meaningless. Everyday you wake up and run out~ide in the morning sunlight. you will be in love with your car. It shall never
fai l you. and you will take care of it as much as it
tends to your needs. As you jump on the hood and
embrace the windshield, you will know life is golden.
Until then, testdrive all you can. Do not be in a
hurry to settle down with one car. Life is too short and
exciting for that. 1 have to run. I see a red vehicle outside that needs to be testdriven.
Drive safely.
Kristen Warson is a sraffwritu for "The Murray State
News."
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TV programming regulations common .
by Ad am L. Mathis
:;taff writer
Although Murray State is not the only
area university that reviews television
programming before it i'i broadcast on
university-run televisiQn stations. it is
the only Qne to use an editorial board to
regulate programming.
Murray State's TV- II began the editorial-board ~ystem after airing programs
deemed offensive by the administration .
For a program to air, its !.cript mu:-c
receive five approvuls from the 12-person board.
While the University of Kentucky.
Univers ity of Tennesc;ee and Southern
Illinois University do not use an editorial-board system. all have some form of
regulation .
UK Television . broadcast through
InSight cable. is part of a journalism

etas~ ami airs approximately six or seven
shows a semester, said Yvonne Cuppe.
executive manager.
··we produce a newscast every two
weeks," Cappe said. "It is produced by
the students; the story ideas come from
the students."
C<.4ppc said she views all material that
goes on the air but docs not consider it to
be censorship.
''I .,pent 21 years in TV ncwo;rooms. I
u-.e my news judgment (on airing programs). which l try to instill in students
so that every story produced has a news
value," Cuppe said.
While the station has aired material
critical of UK and programs directed at
coHege students. UK' s administration
has not interfered with broadcasting during the past three years, Cappe said.
"There arc fillers set up without having to have a board; now the ti Iter is
me," Cappe said.

• ' The board of trustees holds
the . license here. In the end,
they could tell the station what
to do."
Ken Fisher

Profl'~sor of

Radio anti Tdt'vision

The University of Tennessee's TV station is similar to a student group, with no
hired staff and not fully part of any academic class, said Joshua Queener. faculty adviser.
The group airs approximately 30 programs a year along with syndicated programming. said Queener.
"I'm in charge of making sure everything is appropriate for college-age
viewers.'' Queener said.

Queener abo 'aid during his year as
faculty advisor. UT officials have not
expressed any complaints about the programming.
''As far as programming, she (the
dean) left if to us ... what we considered
to be appropriate. for airing," Queener
said.
Southern Illinois University's station
is a licensed broadl.'ast station and h ultimately subject to SIU's administration.
said Ken Fischer, profesor of rndio and
television at SIU.
"The board of the trustees holds the
license here," Fischer said. "In the end.
they could tell the station what to do ...
While the station is subject w the
administration, all programming is
appr<.wed by faculty and the OC\YS editor.
Fischer said.
Fischer also said administrative concern can come from random viewing of a
university's TV stuti\lO.

"Some big-shot happens to tune into
that channel that particular night and
sees crap that purticular night ... well,
he's concerned that this is going out to
the general community. what it says
about his operation," Fischer said.
Cappe said an editorial-board system
would not only hinder news production,
hut by only reviewing the script, board
members may not be able to detect all
biases.
"You can also show bias in your video,
and ifnll you're doing is reading a script.
the words may say one thing, but the picture muy say another," Cappe said.
Queener said he could understand the
need for controls on programming. but
restricting all programming may be too
broad.
Said Queener: '') think they should
too~ imo whoe•er is causing the trouble
and eliminate them and ... not punish
everyone else for that fact."

Sophomore focus group lacks attendants
•

by Taylor Marie Ewing
as~ i't ~tnt

news edito r

Although many Murray State
student'i have at least one complaint about the University, only
two so phomores voiced their
opinions in a sophomore focus
group Tuesday.
Student Affairs graduate assistant Ashley Hailston. from Honolulu. said she put together the
series of focus groups in order to
better address the needs of students and faculty.
"Anything that you all have
issues with, from food to mealplan options to scheduling for
classes to parking. anything whatsoever, I'm here," Hailston said .
"I' m tuking it very seriously. I' II
follow through if you want a
response or to kno w ho w it goes;
I'm be more than happy than to
follow up with you."
Hnilston said she alerted sopho-

mores about the focus group
through campus e-mails. She sa id
Student Affairs wanted to start
with sophomores because they are
typically overlooked by the University.
"One o f the reasons we started a
focus group for sophomore:. is
because when you' re a freshman,
the University spends a lot of
effort trying to make you feel welcome. When you' re a junior,
you've entered into your major
cl<~sses, and the faculty get to
know you, and they try to mukc
you feel welcome," Hailston said .
"But your sophomore year is typically the year where you're l<>st."
In Tuesday' s focU!:> groups. the
participants discussed issues such
as the residential-college system.
classes, conditio ns of the residential -college buildings, parking and
campus involvement.
Aaron Dail. sophomore from
Kingston, N.C .. said the most dif-

ficult thing about being a sophomore is finding direction. He said
although he is a declared telecommunications major. he will probably change it in the near future.
"1 don't know where J want to
go yet because I have to talk to
different teachers," Dati said. "I
just want to find out a little bit
about each major. like marketing
or (organizational communication). just to find out what it's
nbout: ·
Brad Modlin, sophomore from
Bowling Green, said a major
problem for many students is not
being familiar with parking rules.
"When they hand out parking
tags, they should also pass out
sheets telling you the rules.''
Modlin said.
Dail said another problem is the
condition of the residential collegelo.
"I think there's definitely room
for improvement (in the rcsiden-

tial colleges)," Dail said. "This
morning I went to take a shower.
and our ceiling's ~Tumbling, and
there's about a 4-foot hole. lt goe~
from the front of our bathroom to
the shower. and you look at the
floor of the shower. and there's
grit, and you think, 'Maybe
they'll come fix it next week,' and
next week comes. and it's never
fixed . And that's been there since
last semester."
Hailston said although she cannot guarantee what changes will
be made as a result of the focus
group, the appropriate administrators and staff members will be
made aware of the concerns.
"The results of this focus group
go directly to Dr. Robenson. and
then a carbon copy (will be sent)
to the individual that it deals
Karri Wurth/The News
with,'' Hailston said. "So, if it ' s a
parking issue. it goes 10 Dr. Ashley llailston. Student Affairs graduate assistant from Honolulu,
Rohertson. Public Safety and seeks understanding of issues facing sophomores through a focus group
probably to the Judicial Board."
held Tuesday afternoon in the Curris Center Cumberland Room.
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this \Veek
•HFA Art Opening
Jacob llcustb., New
PtJint ings. 7 p.m.,
C lnra Eagle U ppe r
Gallery. Free admission.

•Fencing Tournament - " Rings of
S teele,"
9
a .m .•
B~:s he:u Gym . Free
t~dmission.

•Rt.'<'rcation - Pickup
haskctha ll, I p.m.,
Bcshear Gym.
•Mmanted Shooting
Competition - Cowboy ~ l t1 untcd Shooting Association Border Challenge. 6 p.m ..
l\1urray State Expo
Center. Admission:
adulls, $6 ; students,
$5 with Raccrcnrd.

• sunda
•Bible Study - University Church of
C hrist. 9 a.m.
•Ft-ndng Tournument - "Rings of
Steele."
9
a.m .•
Bcshear Gym . Free
admission.
•Bible Study - Chi
Alpha. 9: 15 a .m .•
Eli1.abe th
College
back lobby. Rides to
the c hurch of yo ur
choice uftcrward.
•Bible Study - Murmy Christi:lll Fellowship house. 7 p.m.
•Com·crt - MSU Perc ussion
Ensemble
Concert, 8 p.m., Perfornli ng Arb Hall.
Fret· admission .
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Knight revels in New Zealand studies, culture
by Kristen Watson
staff writer

While most Murray State students study
abroad in places such a.<; Gennany, England,
Spa10 :llld France, one opted to travel to a lesscommon locale for an entire year: New ZeaJand.
Aunie Knight. junior from Ludlow, Vt.,
applied online for a Gilman International Scholarship from the Institute of International Learning. After writing an essay about why she wanted to travel abroad and what she hoped to learn
from the experience, she received $5,000, the
highest amount available.
" I had wanted to go to New Zealand for many
years, mostly because of the pictures l had seen
of the country," Knight said. "When a few
friends of mine came over here before me, they
brought back such wonderful stories about the
people and the land."
An avid traveler and outdoor-recreation major
with a biology minor, Knight said she was interested in the tourism aspect of studying abroad.
She has been living with live roommates in the
Toroa International House since June 26. She
hvcs in Dunedin on the east side of the south
island :llld attends Otago University.
"l have found that American culture heavily
(innuence~) the younger population here,"
Knight said. She said U.S. movies and music are
popular in the English-speaking country.
However. Knight also pointed out differences
between New Zealand and other countries,
including the United States.
"The biggest difference in cultures I see here
is the amount of physicaJ activity," she said.
''The Kiwis (New Zealand people) are really an
outdoor kind of people. They truly enjoy and
cherish their land."
Knight said she experienced initial difficulties
in comprehending the slang and accents of New
7..e<~landers, but is now able to differentiate
between an Australian accent and Kiwi accent.
Knight also said she experienced culture
shock when she first tasted New Zealand food.

Photo courtesy of Aimie Knight
Knight and her international companions brave the cold New Zealand air during their
journey to Doutfull Sound, an area famous for breathtaking mountains and waterfalls.
Although she eats the same food as she did in the
United States. the different brands and tastes
were an adjustment
Knight said she misses sugar, as New Zealan·
ders tend to use less in preparing foods, and
WaJ-Mart. However, she has eaten one of the
New Zealand roast-beef sandwiches, complete
with egg saJad, feta cheese, cabbage :llld beets.
"I am proud to say that they have Ramen noodles at the unheard-of price of 4 cents per package," Knight said. "I guess college students and
Ramen noodles are a universal combination."
Knight said her average day in New Zealand i!;
similar to a day in the United Stales. Her studies
include leisure courses, which are the same as
outdoor-recreation classes, as well as biology
and selected history courses. Classes at Knight's
university are given at a set time and without

limit to :;tudents. Tutorials for most classes arc
similar to labs, but they also are offered for his~
tory and psychology classes.
"One thing that is a little scary about the classes here is that there is usually only one test for
the whole coun;e,'' Knight said. "The final exam
in my botany class counts for 70 percent of my
final gmde, so if I bomb it, I fail the course. The
system over here makes you learn your materi·
a)~

I

Knight said her most unique experience so far
has been a bicycle trip through the Central Plains
region of the south island. Out of the city and
into the "real country," Knight interacted with
the older generation. fanners and small-town
people.
"1 experienced a part of the culture I do not sec
in the city," she said. ''The land I hiked through

had a timeless feel to it, like another world."
Knight said <>he feels she has grown in the
months since moving to New Zealand. When
she returns to Murmy State. she said she will
bring hettcr writing abilities and l>ludy habirs.
In addition. Knight said she has established
strong relationships with the Kiwi people. She
has made a lifelong friendship with one person
in particular, a native of South Korea. When she
relUms, Knight suid she hopes to be more
involved with international students.
··1 have made so many international friends
here and have grown to love them," Knight said.
"1 would want an oversea... student coming to
(Murray State) lO lind those kinds of friend ships
and have the experiences I am having."
Knight said she also has gained new perspectives from studying abroad.
"I have gained. above all, n whole new perspective about the relationships between different coumries," she said. "I truly feel more connected to the world after learning about my
friends' countries."
Knight said she would encourage other students to travel to New Zealand for udventurc and
the chance to leave their comfort zones behind.
If permitted, she said she would return to New
Zealand. At the moment. however, she is making the best out of what may be a once-in-a-lifetime e:\pericncc.
"I see the importance of cooperation between
all countries, races and cultures.'' Knight said. "I
always thought I had that kind of uuitude, but
until I came here, I never truly understood what
it meant. I love my country, especially after 911, hut loving my country and still being aware
that the (United States) is not the only country in
the world is something I have learned to do
here."
For more information about the Gilman International St·holarship from the Institute of International Learning, go to http://www.iie.org.
Qualifications for the scholarship include U.S.
citizenship, Pell Grant recipient, good standing
with Murray State and acceptance to an overseas
universJly.

Victor's offers abundant sandwich options
by Kyser Lough
mllege life editor

monda
•Admissions day to drop or audit
second· half-.,e meste r
courses.
Suhmit
papcr\\'o1 by 4:.'0
p.m. to Sparks Hall
Regbtl".ttion O ffice.

just another
in the wall

•CAn

Campus
Activities
Board
lnl.!('ting, 4:J() p.m ..
C urris Cente r Te nneslJ.Ce Rt,om. All are
welcome.

• wednesdav
#

•SGA - Stutk nt Go\'·
anmcnt Association
~>l.! llatc
meeting, 5
p .m., C urris Center
Barkley Room. All are
welc:ome.
•Musicul - "Fiddler
on the Roof." 7 p.m ..
Rohcrt E. Johnson
Thentrc. Adm i ~sio n :
adults. $ 12: fac ulty.
staff ••nd senior l'iti zem, $1 0; students
free with Racercurd.
•Shal\c.!op(•are Rt.•dtnl
"Advice from Shnke'>peare
dr;unatic
n·cital, 7 p.m.. Pe rfornHng Arts Hall .
Free mhnission.

• thursday:
•Mu-.i(.·nl - .. Fidtlkr
o n the Rllof," 7 p.m ••
Rohert E. Joh1N .m
Theatre. Admission ;
adull\, $ 12: fraculty.
~tall and o.;cnior cJiil.cns. S 10: o.;tullents
fn:e "ith Raecrcard.
•Shnkcspt•arc Rt.•dtul
"Ad\ kc from Sh;1ke·
spcarc
dramatic
recital, 7 p.m .. Performtng An" llall.
Free ad111 is S1 ~ln

Murray is home to numerous
restaurants, but students don't
have a clue about some of the
best of 'em.
This series will explore some
eateries you may not have
previously included on your
dining agenda - places you
can't find anywhere but in
good ol' Murray.
Check 'em out.
ACROSS
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Pond coating
Fast drivers
Sushi choice
Film. music,
etc. combined
Gets off track
State of apprehension
Hoi iday preludes

605
Large scholarly books
Capital of
North Carolina
Absolute
July 26th honoree
T\\Osomes
Sound dampener
Part of FDIC
Mil. watchdog
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33
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35
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42
43

Rocky ridge
They: Fr.
Luster
Composer
Rorem
Out of work
Purify
Market figures
Hindu mystic
writings
Finger pointer

46
47
48
49
50

53
54
55

56
57

More impetuous
Sinatra song,
"
Life"
Our star
Comic Laurel
Chief constituent of
hardened carbon tool steels
Creative inspiration
Capillary con·
nections
Lemon drinks
Football lineman
Cozy home

DOWN

2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
II
12

Guy at the
helm
Bent state
Incidental
"Thais" com·
poser
Ink mark
Mixed drink
Hgt.
Schedule info
Roman Pluto
One inflicting
heavy blows
Mortise mates
Botanical
swelling

13

14
23
24
25
27
29
30
31
32
35

36
38

Nestled between Dairy Queen and
Boone's Laundry and just minutes from
campus, Victor's is a treasure chest for sandwich lovers of every breed.
Boasting over 200 sandwiches on its
menu, lhe sandwich shop holds its own in a
field dominated by Subways and Quiznos.
Owner Victor Olazabal purchased the
property, which used to house a pin.a parlor,
27 years ago, added to the side of the building and then set up shop.
When walking into Victor's, the lirst thing
a customer might notice is the gigantic menu
that takes up almost an entire wall.
"We have a lot of specialty sandwiches
that you won't find anywhere else around
Murray," Ola7.abal said .
Some of the unique sandwiche~ that can be
found al Victor's include the Cuban. which
consists of ham, roa.c;t pork, pickle and Swiss
cheese on a special roll; the Rich Boy. featuring ham, cooked salami, bologna, Swiss
and mozzarella cheese. mayonnaise, lettuce
and tomato on a special roll; and the BBQ
Delight, which includes bacon. American
cheese and Victor's very own barbecue.
Olazabal said the Cuban is especially
unique and a popular choice with customers.
He also said customer~ commonly order the
Cheese Steak a Ia Wamo sub, which is
choice steak, onion, mayonnaise, lettuce,
mozzarella cheese and tomato on a sub roll.
"Victor's has the best subs in Murray.''
said Sean Clemson, freshman from Murr.ty.
The dining area of Victor's is unique. just
judging by the decor. An old game board of

Stairway piece
Impudent
With reference
lO
Analyze syntactically
Rim
Straw votes
Apple juice
Freedom from
doubt
Removes
lubrication
Si ncerely
Hot tubs
Master of foxhounds
Land in the

40

41
42
43
44

45
46
48
51

52

Seine?
Ritual suicide
of Hinduism
Put forwan.J
"llonor Thy
Father" author
Universal soul
of Hinduism
"Chico and the
Man'' co-star
Golfers' vehi·
cles
Monopoly
item
Smooth cornparative
Actress Long
Org.

Last week's solution

Marg.uet Harper/ The New~
John Lattrcll, junior from Hickman County, waits as Murray resident Gilbert
Jlowar contemplates which of Victor's 200 sandwiches he would like to order.
"Murr.ty .\1onopoly" adoms one wall . Further down. a poster advcni~ing the 1995
Racer football season hangs. complete with
then-coach llouston Nutt'.-; autograph and
"win" penciled in after every game.
One of tht: more outstanding dccormions
in the dining room is a gigantic sandwich
used in the Victor's Ilomcct)ming parade
lloat in I ~85 . Olazabal said he won second
pla~.:e that year in the independent division
and has a twphy to prove it.
Although Victor's has a dining area, it also
offers a delivery service to anywhere in

town. The delivery charge is 75 cent~ with a
minimum order requirement of $5.
One unique u~pccl of Victor's ha!o. nut been
~cen in awhih.:. Super-hero mascot "Victorman" used to be a common sight.
" Victor· man used to go to all the football
games and throw sandwiches into the •
crowd," Olat.ahal said. ''(Racer football
lie~1d Coach) Pannunt.io wouldn' t agree.
though."
Prices for Victor's sandwiches range anywhere from ju!o.l under $3 to a little more
than $5.
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this \Veek.
•music
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'Fiddler' entertains student demand

road trir)

by Kristen Watson

1. Santana - "Shaman"
2. Faith Hill - "Cry"
3. Foo Fighters - ''One By
One"
4. Rod Stewart - "It Had To
Be You ... The Great American
Songbook''
5. Elvis Presley - "Elvls: 30
# l Hits"
Source: Associated Press

• movies
l. Santa Clause 2
Starring Tim Allen
2. The Ring
Starring Naomi Watts
3. I Spy
Starring Eddie Murphy and
Owen Wilson
4. Jackass
Starring Johnny Knoxville
5. Ghost Ship
Starring Gabriel Byrne
Source: Associated Press

• boo ks
J. Alice Sebold - "The
Lovely Bones"
2. Sue Gr a fton - "Q Is for
Quarry''
3. James Patterson - "Violets Are Blue"
4. DanieiJe Steele - "The
Kiss"
5. Rudolph Giuliani "Leadership"
Source: Associated Press

• web site
http://campus.murraystate.ed
ulthesource/
With spring-semester scheduling
already in progress, check out the
Source Online to help choose
which professors to take. The
Source is a database of student
surveys collected from each class
and can be searched by class or
professor.

required smce Oct. 7. Balthrop said
cast members typically have
staff wntcr
rehearsed for three hours nightly.
Russia may be a long way and a The production includes 28 cast
world apart from Murray State, but members, 30 musicians and 12
actors, dancers and musicians will dancers
Amanda Jessie, senior from
bring 1ts stories and c;ongs to life
when they begin performances of Shepherdsville, is a dancer in the
"Fiddler on the Roof' on Tuesday.
show and said the scale of the show
" Fiddler on the Roof' is the ~tory increased her focus.
of Tevye and his three daughters
"I have danced for II years:·
and takes place in the small Jewish Jessie said. "I love performing: it is
village of Anatevka. Connict arises an indescribable feeling."
when the eldest daughter, Tzeital,
Jessie also danced in ·'Oklafalls in love with a poor Russian tai- homa!" and with the Dance Compa·
lor, going against her father's wish- ny. She said working with musi·
es and fami ly traditions. The musi- cians has been a positive expcrical is based on the short story ence.
"Tevye and His Daughters" by
"I had never really worked with
Sholom Aleichem.
musicians before," she sa1d. "II is a
David Balthrop, chair of the different structure and experience
department of theater and dance and working with theater and musical
the show's director, said he chose people."
the musical after conducting a poll
Balthrop said he has enjoyed his
of audience members two years ago. experience with both students and
"'The musical ' Oklahoma!' was staff.
"The most fun thing for me is the
ranked first, and we did it last year,"
Balthrop said. '"Fiddler on the opportunity to work with all other
Roof was ranked second. so we are staff members," Balthrop said. "I
get to work with real musicians for
doing il now
"The decision was audience- a long time.
motivated and educationally sound
"I also getlo interact with my fac for the students."
ulty and staff as a peer rather than a
Regular daily practices have been chair. I gel to attend meetings and

..

So you crammed all week,
took that last test and collapsed in a tired heap in your
dorm room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

•around town

Jenny Hahn/The News

Students rehearse for the upcoming Murray State presentation of "Fiddler on the Roof." The show, which features 28
cast members, 30 musicians and 12 dancers, opens Tuesday.
be an equal, rather than answering
questions."
In order to allow all students
mterested in seeing the musical the
opportunity, a special performance
will be held at 7 p.m. Tuesday for
Murray State students only.
"The theater only has 350 seats,"
Balthrop said. "Lines tend to get
long with musicals. and I do not
want ~tudents to miss it."
"Fiddler on the Roof' will show

at 7 p.m. through Nov. 16. A Sunday matinee at 2:30p.m. will close
the production. Murray State students will receive free admission
with a valid Racercard. Admission
is $ 10 for other students and AARP
members and $ 12 for the general
· publi~.

"I have gained knowledge working in musical theater," Jessie said.
"People should auend the musical.
... They will enjoy it."

Murray - What fa11 season would be
complete without a hayride? The
Woodlands Nature Station at Land
Between the Lakes is having
hayrides Saturday every hour from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The hayrides will
be staff-guided and cost $1 per person. For more information. phone
(800) LBL-7077.

• 1 hour drive
Paducah - Veterans' Day is Saturday, and the Paducah Community
Concert Band and Paducah Jazz
,Ensemble are hosting a concert for
the holiday. The concert will begin
at 7 p.m. at Paducah Tilghman High
School. Admission is free. For more
infonnation. phone (270) 444-8508.

- - - - - - - - - - - -I CD Review 1- - - - - - - - - - - -

Foo Fighters in good form with distinctive new album
by Michael Driver
staff writer

When the Foo Fighters' first album
wa$ released. it looked like rock was
on its way out.
Three albums, a string of hit singles and a few lineup changes later,
the Foo Fighters is still standing
while most of its grunge-rock peers,
groups such as Soundgarden and the
Smashing Pumpkins, have long since
left the public eye.
"One by One'' i::. the fourth studio
album from a group that ha<> gone
from self.conscious hyper-pop to
em()(ional grunge to heavy alt·rock
over the course of three albums.
The band has been a hit since its
inception. elevating front man Dave
Grohl to one of the most innuential
artists of mOdem rock. Grohl, who
recorded the entire first album without a band, has silenced naysayers
who viewed the Foo Fighters as

merely riding on the coattails of Nirvana, of which Grohl was a member.
The Foo Fighters' newest album is
a more subdued look into the band.
The songs are almost entirely
about pain, but relationships, failure
and hopelessness all get their rum.
The album opens with "All My
Life.'' which is already at the top of
the rock charts, and the track exhibits
some of the Foo Fighters' best quulities and a few of its worst.
The hooks are as catchy as any·
thing ever produced, and Grohl's
singing is tinged with aggravation
and despair as he sings about his
search for something that he cannot
put his finger on and never finds.
llowever. the production can over·
lake the songs and rip the meaning
out of the carefully crafted lyrics and
Grohl's ingenuous singing. The
whole album is almosl too sterile. and
the music is best when it has a rough
edge.

The songs that lack overproduction. such as "Halo," "Times Uke
These" and ''Overdrive," are heavy,
poppy and emotional at the same
time.
Grohl often reaches for notes
beyond his register until his voice
goes hoarse in Kurt Cobain-like fashion..
This album's decreased emphasis
on distortion allows the Foo Fighter's
newest member, No Use For a Name
guitarist Chris Shiflett, to hold the listcncr's ear. Shiflett's guitar lines
often mirror Grohl's singing as the
bass slides up and down, creating a
sound unique 10 the Foo Fighters'
music.
The band effonlessly explores differing ends of the emotional spectrum
with songs such as "Disenchanted
t.,ulluby,'' a . ~l~l~, lUJd moutpful ballad, and "Come Back.'' a drivin/!f
hopeful rocker.
''One By One" will probably not

convert 100 many new fans, but its
sound is still Mferenl enough from
earlier efforts to keep fans interested.
When the Foo Fighters' first
appeared on the scene, many people
found it !.hocking that Grohl's clean
pop-rock experiment was far from
Nirvana's rough, lonely edge.
For those still wanting the latter
sound, the wait for the next plateau
may be a long one, and investment in
Nirvana's new grealesl·hits album is
probably the best fix until an agreement on a Nirvana box-set can be
reached.
However, for those already fond of
the Foo Fighters' particular breed of
alternative pop-rock, or just looking
for heavy music with feeling, it has
never been done better than on "One
by One." The Foo Fighters' brand of
. music is as f.-ood ~:<2002as it was in
1991.
"
Grade: A-

•2 hour drive
Nashville - Catch some of the funniest comedians of Black Entertainment Television all weekend as the
BET Comic View AII·Stars offer
up some of their funniest routines.
Shows run at Zanies Comedy
Showplace tonight m 8 and 10: 15,
Saturday night at 7, 9 and II: 15 and
Sunday night at 8. Tickets are
$15.25 and can be ordered by phoning (6 15) 255-9600.

• 3 hour drive
Louisville - Get footloose on Sunday night as Kenny Loggins takes
the stage at the Louisville Palace.
Loggins, the artist behind songs
such as "Footloose," ''Danger
Zone'' and ''Your Mama Don't
Dance," will take the stage at 8.
Tickets range from $32.50 to $60.
For more infonnation or to onler
tickets, phone (502) 361 -3100.

New & Used Compact Discs
wasn't.
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those who

C a r Ste r eos To Fit Any C a r And
Any Bud ge t - Cu s tom Insta llati o n

~
Coupon

-----

-----

..I

Sunset Boulevard Music I
#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Hours: Mon-Sat, 10 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone: 753-0113

I

Ju&t 1 Block from MSU Dorm&

Si! oo Off Ang l\lew
Compact Disco
Expire•

Monday, Nov. 11 is Veteran's Day.
Honor thy soldiers of the past, present, and future!
Office of Veteran's Affairs

Your
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A • ......,..~ Car Stereo Specialist · CustomInstallation
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'Operators are standing by ••• '

Television auction offers jewelry,
by Kristen Watson
~taff

writer

Bargain shopping escalates to a new level
Monday via MSU TV- 11.
The 30th annual televisjon auction, hosted by the Murray State chapter of the
NationaJ Broadcasting Society and Alpha
Epsilon Rho, will benefit both the community and the journalism and mass communications depanment
Proceeds will provide scholarships and
funds to purchase new equipment for the
department
Businesses are invited to donate merchan-

dise in e~tchange for publicity on the station.
Jeff Prater, TV-II operations director and
lecturer in the journalism and mass communications depanment, said the auction will
help offset lac;t year's reduced budget.
"Because of the budget with our economy. we will be: looking for more e~ttemal
revenue," Prater said. "Both student organizations and all majors are looking for funding. Student travel is affected by the budget
cut."
Prat.:r said businesses are generally supponive of Murray State, and the auction
generally creates funding for· student organizations.
After businesses donate merchandise to

the National Broadcasting Society, individual items will appear on the air from 7 to 10
p.m. Monday and Tuesday. In exchange for
the merchandise, donators will be
announced to thousands of potential viewers.
During commercials and at the end of
each night, a list of donators will appear onscreen. If a business happens to donate
items more than $ 100 in value. it will be
allotted space for a pre-produced commercial.
Prater swd some new products will be
auctioned at a 50-percent red uced rate. University of Kentucky and Murray State basketballs, jewelry, T-shirts, as well as a used

~pparel,

car donated by Vernon's Pawn Shop, w•ll
be among the many items up for bid.
"I am so excited about the auction,"
Andrea Kessinger, senior from Owensboro,
said. "I will be able to buy quaJity items for
a lower price than 1 would in stores or
online."
Prater encouraged students to get
involved in the auction.
"Students can come by and see a live TV
production." Prater said. "It's exciting for
students who get to practice their crafts. The
carrot dangling for the average viewer is the
fact that Christmas presents will be available.''
Prater aJso said he has been pleased in the

vehicle

past with the support from auction volunteers, as well as those who participate and
buy merchandise.
"People are welcome to stop by to volunteer. I am always surprised by the number of
viewers," Prater said.
Prater said Charter Communications is
now broadcasting TV-I I in Calloway
County. pans of Graves County and Marshall County. The auction could reach more
than 9,200 households.
Micah Jones, junior from Owenliboro,
said the auction is a great idea.
Said Jones: "I love the fact that I can sit
on my couch Monday or Tuesday evening
and end ~p with wonderful items."

KEELHAUL
WE CAN'T AFFORD TO
GIVE HIM MONEY. BUT
WE CAN PAY
HIM IN
BA&ELS.

PROFESSOR HOBO
THERE'S SOME SHIFTY CHARACTER
GOING AROUND CAMPUS TRYING TO
FIND KIDS TO BABY-SIT. I THINK
THERE'S SOMETHING BAD GOING ON.
SEE WHAT YOU CAN FIND!

JUSTIN YOUNG AND DAVID ROTHWELL

~~IIO.~COM

r-----------------------~

WHAT WAS UP WITH THAT FIRST PANEL?
MEGAN, CHECKI T! I GOT AN
AWESOME NEW T-SHIRTl THIS
ONE'S BlUEt

r----------------------~

NO MA'AM. THE ONLY PERSON rve
SEEN RECENTlY I S BONAFIDE T.
GATOR OVER THERL

TOUGH BREAK. VAL TREX CLEARS IT UP FAS11

STOP HOPPING!

IN WHI C CASE YOU DIDNT
MEAN SHIFTY. 8UT SHI-EXCUSE THE k iTTY.
HE CAN'T SPELL.

y Havens
One Year Anniversary Sale!

Now thru November purchase a one hour

yourself or In a uln ceruncate and now
receive a coupon for a FREE chair that you
can use later or give It to a friend.
Jt:•• a SSS.OO Dollar Value for only
540.00111

Relax, Worship, Experience!
The NET is a praise and
worship experience for
Murray State
students each Sunday
at 8 p.m.
Guest Smeaker Nov. 10

Terry Garvin
• Finding the Lord in The Lord of the Rings
A van will b e at Hart Hall at 7:45 p.m. every
Sunday for evening worship.
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854

Need Gifts?
... forget the mall, paint them all!
~ec:e:o~ e

The Murray State News

is looking for
photographers for the
Spring semester.

Pots & points. LLC

po•nt·vour·o'M'l pol!ei'Y studiO

aint a Christmas presen
and get 10% off!
305 North 12th Street • Murray, KY

(270) 753-A,RTO
'ttoilrs: Mond~y-Saturday: 11 a.m.-8 P~m.

Volunteer and paid positions available (you must.
volunteer before you get a paid position).

Apply at The Murray State News
1st floor Wilson Hall or
call Karri Wurth at 4468.
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sports editor: Chris jung
assistant sports editor: Amanda Lee
phone: 762-4468

sports

NCAA board
rules to lower
SAT standard
Pop qui1, hot shot: What's the lowest SAT score an athlete out of
high school needs to be eligible for NCAA athletics? If I told you
what the NCAA Division I Board of Directors decided Oct. 3 I, I
wouldn't even have to kill you; you'd choke on your own vomit.
The answer is 400. That's right, a 400 on your SAT now makes you
eligible to suit up for your true freshman season in Division I collegiate athletics. I don·, know if anyone even remotely familiar with the
SAT has caught on yet, but a 400 isn't good. In fact, it most clearly
means that you answered every single question on the test wrong.
Yes, you handed in the booklet spelling out words such as "bad" and
"cad ·• No. wait, that would imply you answered a few questions right
on accident.
What should the avemge university student attending a respected
academic school with a prestigious athletic program think of that?
Well. conslCier this hypothetical situation. You've just been admitted
to Duke as a pre-Jaw student with a near perfect SAT score and a solid
high-school GPA. They're going to give you scholarships amounting
to about one-third of the cost of attendance for four years. On the
other side of campus, under the new NCAA standards, Coach K wants
one of the top basketball recruits in the country. This recruit Ht up the
SAT with a powerful score below 500 and finished high school with
a 2.8 GPA with fu ll loads of home-economics classes. So as not to
anger alumni. the president admits the recruh and awards him a fuJJ
scholarship so he doe!>n't have to work or in any way impede his athletic development. He'll be getting a topnotch
education most high-profile athletes don't care
It
about, while crowding out other highly qualified
students who -let's face it- really need it.
Doesn't that make anyone mad?lt should.
It happens every year, and the standards just got
jacked down to the lowest levels possible. Thousands of highly intelligent students across the
country break their backs trying to finance an
education they wiJl actually use while a small
percentage of athletes who couldn't possibly add
two simple fractions together will be getting a
free ride ~nd hailing out to the pros after their
junior year.
Now don't pin me with the stigma that I'm
agaim.t athletes. I'm certainly not talking about
all athletes. I'm not even talking about 95 percent of them. Many athletes are highly intelliSeth
gent, and if not that. at lea'>t competent when
Combs
compared to fellow students. These athletes
could have been admitted to their schools based
''Paying ath- on the same standards as everyone else. So why
letes for an are high-profile athletes with abysmal lQs generally admitted with no regard to the average
entire educa- standards
to which other students are rigorously
tion seems a subjected? The answer is money and exposure.
Nationally recognized programs get terrific
serious misal- amounts
of funding, everywhere from television
location
of to frivolous alumni.
What's even more insane is that the
funds."
NCAA also is changing other requirements, but
in the opposite direction. While allowing excruciatingly painful SAT scores to be eligible, they
arc also forcing these very same athletes to fin·
ish 40 percent of their graduation re4uirements in the first two years.
Thrs is up from 25 percent. l'm not sure what they're thinking, but to
me, putting more pressure on less-intelligent and less-competent students who shouldn't even be in a university will do only one thing:
increase the desire to chelll In order to maintain eligibility.
Aside from that paradox, the whole affair makes me wonder what
the purpose of today's universities has become. When I came to Murray State, 1 was under the impression that education was the purpose.
From Murray's standpoint, the problem hasn't totaiJy manifested. But
Murray State isn't the University of Florida. Sure, the same stuff happens here, but to a lesser degree. I've met some athletes here who
have no husiness in college and who get a little more leeway than
average students when it comes to getting assignments in on time, but
for every one of those I can show you two athletes who will graduate,
only using sports scholarships as a method of finance. But that only
makes smaller schools with limited participation in Division 1 athletics. such as Murray State, the exception to the rule: most athletes here
don't get a chance to move on to the professional ranks.
Concerning other larger universities, however, I remain curious
about their purpose. Paying athletes for an entire education seems a
serious misallocation of funds. I would be the first person to argue
that giving more people a chance to attend college is an honorable
purpose, hut most of these high-profile athletes never graduate. Take
one look at early draft lists for the NRA, NFL or MLB. They are dotted with :-ophomorcs and juniors leaving early, without completing
their education, and in most cases completing only the bare minimum
to remain eligible. So are these universities after money? Notoriety?
I'm not sure, but it doesn't seem like education is the highest priority
anymore.
I guess the saddest thing about this whole affair isn't the inequity
and absurdity of it all, it's the fact that the situation I've just described
prevailed in the old~o;ystem, when the standards were actually higher.
JU!>I imagrne what things will be like now that the standards are as low
as they can possibly be. Sure, collegiate sports could display more talent and flare in the future, making your life of watching sports perhaps a little better. Think about that as you're paying off $30,000 in
student loans with a bachelor's from Murray State while a Vin Diesel
look-alike with an JQ around 60 is nashing his free degree from
Boston College in your face.

Sports

T.alk

Sl'llr Combs is a sraffwriter for "The Murray State News."

OVC Football
Standings

OVC Soccer
Standings

ovc Overall
Enstern Illinois
Eastern Kentucky
Murray Stale
SEMO
Tennessee State
Tennessct.'-Martin
TennesSL'C Tech

4-0
3·1
2·1

3-2
1·2
0·3

0-4

6-2
7·3
4-4
6-4
2-7
2·7
2-7

OVC Overall
6-0-0 13·4-1
SEMO
Eastern Illinois
4·1-1 10·7·2
TenncsSt.>e-Martin 3·2·1 9-6·3
Tennessee Tech
3-3-0 12-5-1
Murray Stc1te
2·2·2 8-7·2
Morehead State 0·5·1 2·12·1
Austin Pe.1y
0·5·1 0·12·3
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Volleyball clinches berth
defeated the Eastern Ken·
tucky Colonels 30-17, 24-30,

by Amanda Lee

as.sL'itant ~portS editor

The volleyball team had a
big week, ending Morehead
State's 12-rnatch winning

streak Nov. 1 and ensuring a
position in the Ohio Valley
Conference Tournament
with its defeat of Eastern
Kentucky on Saturday and
toppling Tennessee State on
Tuesday without two senior
starters.
Murray State faced More-

head and EKU last weekend
after falling to both teams
earlier in the season. This
time, however, the Racers
came out oo top, defeating
Morehead 3-0 and EI<U 3-1.
The Racers, with a rowdy
home crowd pulling in their
favor, managed to dominate
OVC co-leader Morehead,
leading throughout all three
games and winning 30-22.
30-28 and 30·20.
Morehead's loss was its
first to Murray State since
1999. Head Coach David
Schwepker
attributed
MSU's loss to Morehead ear·
tier in the season to injuries.
At that time, several players
were hurt or sick.
"Earlier in the season, we
were pretty injured," said
senior outside hitter Sara
Schmitt. ''Now that we have
a lot of people back healthy,
it's great to just come out and
show who we really are and
what we can really put to the

other team."
Schmitt had 17 kills
against Morehead. Fellow

senior outside hitter Undy
Northcutt also handed out a
strong performance against
the Eagles with 12'digs.
Munay State gained out·
standing numbers from its
freshmen against Morehead,
as outside hitters Abbi Gui
and Paige Sun and setter
Nikki Wmg all posted double-doubles. Gui had 20 kills,
12 digs and three blocks; Sun
added 16 kills and 16 digs,
and Wong earned matchhighs with 48 assists and 17
digs.
"We're really coming
together, working together,"
Schwcpker said.
Saturday, Murray State

30-21 and 30-24. The win
gave the Racers a wirming
ra-ord in the conference \1-6)
and ensured a spot in the
OVC Cllampi<n')hip Tour·
narnenl
Several Racers had a
strong game against EI<U,
including Schmitt with 11
kills and a match-high five

aces.
Gui again led the hitters
with 1J kills. Sun earned her
13th double-double (a teamhigh) with 20 kills and 16
digs.
Senior setter Chrissy Dabbert led the team with 19
digs and senior Hbero
Eleanor Reed added 12.
Wong again led the match in
assists with 56.
MunayStateplayed without Northcutt and Dabbert
against Tennessee State on
Tuesday, defeating the
Tigers 3-1 with its adjusted
lineup. Northcutt battled a
shoulder injwy in the match
against EKU and will likely
sit out the rest of the regular
season.
Wong made MSU volleyball history, posting her
fourth triple-double of the
season with 14 kills, 41
assists, 13 digs and three
blocks.
Gui and Sun each posted
double-doubles
against
TSU. Sun had 19 kills in
addition to her match-high
22 digs. Gui also had 19 kills
as well as 15 digs and three
blocks.
Schmitt added 11 kills and
four aces; sophomore setter
Casandra Ersel posted a
career-high 17 digs, and
Reed had 13 digs.
Murray State is in the
midst of a 10-day break
before its two final games of
the regular season.
With a definite spot in the
OVC Tournament, Schwep-

ker said the

team

can focus

on its season-long goal of
winning the conference
championship. He said the
leadership of the seniors will
be very important in making
it there.
'"They really want to win.
They want to say when they

Kmri Wurlh/The News

Murray State senior defensive specialist Traci Buck and senior outside hitter
Sara Schmitt go up for a block in Friday's 3-0 victory over Morehead State at
Racer Arena. The win was Murray State's first against Morehead since 1999.
lt>ave, 'We won the Conterence Champi<\rt..,hip; we
were the first (MSU) team to
go to the NCAA,'" &:hwep·
ker said. 'That's a big deal,

and thry know they h.we the
nbrlity tu do th.'lt, so Lhey're
working to get that done."
Schmitt ab'T('e(i nnd eJabo·
rntoo tm MSU's mentality.

"Our end-aU, be-all goal
always lx.>('ll to win the

1'1<1S

confer(.'JlCC tournament,"
Schmitt sard. "T11at's it with
a big, shiny gold star."

SEMO eliminates Racers with 2-1 defeat
b y Seth Combs
staff writer
The Murray State women's soccer team
finished the season with a bittersweet ending last week. The team fell 2-1 in overtime
to Ohio Valley Con ference Champion
Southeast Missouri on Oct. 30 but rebounded Saturday to finish the season with a 2- 1
home victory against Western Kentucky.
T he loss to SEMO pulled the team out of
contention for the OVC Tournament. but
the victory secures the first winning season
in the team's three-year history.
The Racers (8-7 -2) fought hard against
SEMO ( 13-4-1), falling behind in the first
overtime 2-1. Both teams pulled out stiff
defensive performances; neither team managed to score a goal for the first 77 minutes
of the game, despite 17 shots on goal for
Murray State and 9 for SEMO.
MSU struck first after 78 minutes of play
when junior midfielder Emi ly S h aller
scored off an a~sist from sophomore forward Kristen Robertson. It was the fourth
assist of the season for Robertson and the
third goal of the season for Shaller . Ten
minutes later, Southeast Missouri midfielder Julie Wunderlich knotted the score with
a kick over the Racers' freshman goalkeeper Sarah Walsh.
The score remained tied at 1-1 going into

OVC Volleyball
Standings

Intramural Football
Standings

19-5
19·10
14·11
9-11
9·16
7-14
9-16
7·19
13-16

Intramural Football
Sta ndings

MfD
Clark
Hester
Whit
Franklin
Hart
Regents
Richmond

2·0
2·0
2·0
1-0
0·2
0·2
0-3

Racers managed to get into po:-.ition for
anolhcr score with ~5 minutes expired. A
corner kick by seni01 midfielder Abbie
Perez was kicked in by sophomore mid- •
fielder Jamie Roche to give the Racers a 21 lead with less thun six minutes remain- '
ing. The goal was Roche's first of the season.
Roche said the final game was an important win, even after the loss to SEMO.
"After losing to SEMO, it was tough to
get up for the Western game."' R'oche said.
"ll was very important to us that we win the
last game and gel u winning sea:-on."
Although knocked out of tournament
contention, Miniclli said th~ Ra~·ers cnn be
huppy about the winning record they compiled this season umid numerous close contests.
"I'm happy with the way we played."
Mamelli saad. "ll's just a matter of eliminating those mistakes that arc so aggravatmg. We could he 12-3 if we put a ball in
here or had a defensive play there. We lost
seven games th1s season, but five of those
wen! by one goal. We're going to step it up
:md be better next year.''
Ttw tL·am sard goodbye to four senior:-.
after Saturday's seuson-endcr. Defenscmen
.lenny Curter, 1\bhic Peret., Brooke Knycr
and Chnstmc Brnnnen all played the1r htst
games :~s Munay State Rncers.

Intramural Football
Standings

Re!;idential College

ovc Overall
UT-Martin
13-1
Morehead State
12·3
SEMO
9·3
Murray State
8-6
Austin Peay
5-7
Tennessee Tech
4-7
Eastern Kentucky 5·10
Eastern Illinois
2-10
Tennessee State
0-11

overtime, with the Racers trying to give
SEMO its first OVC loss of Lhe season.
SEMO's Wunderlich had other idea.<>, and
in the 96th minute of the game. she pounded in the game-wrnncr. Her two goals
against MSU were two of her three goals
this season for SEMO.
The loss pushed the Racers out of the
OVC Championship Tournament and gavl!
it an OVC record of 2-2-2.
"We've got to learn how ro finish these
games out," Head Coach Mrkc Miniclli
said. "We've had big mistukes plague us ...
that cost us four or five wins (tlus season)."
However, Minielli said he was proud of
the team for playing the OVC's best team
so strongly.
"I'm proud of the way we played,"
Minielli said. ''To have our hacks against
the wall like that und come \.lUI and play
with poise and conccntrallon, we clid very,
very well."
The season finale against Western Kentucky proved a different stnry lor the Rncers. The Racer defense remained strong as
it had in the SEMO contest, but the Hilltoppers scored first on a penalty keck nftcr
28 minutes or play . The Racers' leading
scorer, sophomore forward Theresa Reedy,
answered with a score only •;i_, minutl''>
later, tying the game.
In a dramatic finish to the sen.,on, the

Intramural Football
Standings

Greek I eagues

WsUDi:D
Hart
Hester
Richmond
Regents
Elizabeth
Clark
Springer
White "A"
White "B"

Frnl~rnil)::

3·0
2-1
2 I
1-1
1-1
2·2
1·2
0-l

0·3

Soronl)'

Alpha T~u {\lllcy;n

4.()

4 I

SqU&rn:ls
Alpha Onurtonl'i

5·0

Lamb.!" Chi Alph.1

20

NewbJ<'S

'J2

2· 1
1· 1
11

l't•,hl~

2· ~

Sigrna S1gmo~ Sigma

24

l..ad}hugs

1·2

().2

Alpha OmJ(I'\lfl l'i ·pH

0·4

Pi Knppa

Alph.1

Alph.t t:amma Kho
Sagma ali

Alplw S1gm.t l'ha
Pht Kappa Tou
Sagma ri
St~mu

Phi Ff"l•lon

0·2
ll-4

~ 2
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Gui earns honors

OVC Action

on national level

First of all, I want to congratulate
former Head Coach Bob Doty who
put together this current cross country squad for me.
I was very excited fo r the men's
third-place finish (particularly senior
Ryan Davis, our No. 1 runner who
was named Second Team All Conference). ·
Our men ran a very smart race and
truly laid it alJ on the line for the 8K
race at the OVC Championships. I
was most excited, however, for the
women, who placed fourth. With
such a young squad (all freshmen
and sophomores), they will be
together for several years to well-represent Murray.
On the season, our women have
been led by Heather Vincent, who
did not have her best race at conference (Megan Walker-Richards was
our No. 1 runner at Morehead), but
did a great job of pacing the team.
I also was very proud of the way
both teams responded under p ressure. We came out of cross country
without any injuries.
We will now get ready for the
upcoming indoor season.
Thank you.

Sincerely,

Volleybal Scores

Abbi Gui, freshman
middle blocker for the
volleyball team, was
named Ohio Valley Con·
ference Co-Player of the
Week. Gui also was h.on·
ored as the AVCA/Sports
Imports
Division
I
National Player of the
Week by the American
Volleyball Coaches Asso·
dation.
The honors came after
outstanding
perfor·
mances against More·
head State and Eastern
Kentucky University last
weekend. In those seven
games, Gui averaged 6.71
kills, 2.71 digs and 0.86
blocks.
Cui's
performance
helped MSU to a winning
OVC record and a spot in
the OVC Championship
Tournament.
Gui joined the .Racers
from Shanghai, China,
where she played for the
Chinese National Team in

Ntw. J
Tennessee-Martin 3
Eastern Ky. 0
MurTay St. 3
MorehNd St. 0
SEM03
Tennessee St. 0

Ntw. 2
Tennessee-Martin 3
Morehead st. 0
Eastern Illinois 3

Tennessee St. 0
MuiTIIy St. 3
Eastern Ky. 1

Ntw. 5
Morehead St. 3
Eastern Ky. 0

Karri Wurth/The News

Murray State football Head Coach Joe Pannuozio raUies bls team during tbe Racers' game against
Samford on Saturday. MSU defeated Samford 54-17 at Roy Stewart Stadium, giving the team a 4-4
overall record. Murray State will play at 1:30 p.m. Saturday when It hosts OVC rival Tennessee State.

1995-96.

MUITIIY St. 3
Tennessee St. 1
Teuessee-Martin3
Belmont 0

Football Scores

Murray State will con·
tinue OVC action at 7
p.m. Nov. 15 at Austin
Peay.

Thieke announces
retirement plans
Murray State baseball
Head Coach Mike Thieke
announced Oct. 30 that
this season will be his last
with the Thoroughbreds.
Thieke, a 1975 graduate
of Murray State, was a
pitcher for the team dur·
ing his college career,
served as assistant coach
under Johnny Reagan
and spent the last 10
years as Murray State's
head coach.
As a player, Thieke led
the 'Breds to an OVC title
his senior year.
In addition to his experience at MSU, Thieke

spent 11 years as assistant
coach at the University of
Memphis.
In his last nine seasons
as head coach, Thieke's
teams have gone 226-295·
2. The Breds had a record
of 20-33 in 2002.
Following his retire·
ment from coaching,
Thieke will pursue a
career in athletic administration, possibly with
Murray State.
The 2003 baseball season will begin Feb. 15
against Arkansas-Little
Rock.

Women's rowing
ends fall schedule
The women's rowing
team spent last weekend
in Georgia competing in
the Head of the Hooch on

Saturday and the Chattahoochee Chase on Sun·
day. Both of the races
were in Gainesville.
Murray State placed
fourth of 41 boats at the
Head of the Hooch . In
that race, the varsity four
was 12th of 26 boats, and
the varsity eight finished
18th of 21 boats.
At the Chattahoochee
Chase, the MSU rowers
brought home the bronze
as the varsity four fin·
ished third in its race.

Rugby teams play

In weekend action
The ·men's and women's rugby clubs will
take action tomorrow in
Murray.
The men will face the
University of Kentucky at

1 p.m. in the team's final
game of the season.
The men are 1-4 in 2002
under captain Jeremy
Baker, playing University
of Southern Indiana, Ten!
nessee Tech, College of
the South and Washing·
ton University.
The women' s club is
just beginning its season
as it faces Western Kentucky immediately fol·
lowing the men's game.
The women's club is
scheduled to travel to
Arkansas State on Nov.
23 and will play several
games in the spring
semester.
Anyone interested in
joining the women' s
rugby club should contact
President Sally Dotson at
msu wrfc@ho tma il.com
for m ore information .

Tomorrow's games are
set to take place on the
fields at 17th and Hamil·
ton streets.

Ntlr. 2
Eastern Ky. 35

Fencing team to
host Ring of Steele

Tennessee St. 48

Uberty 28

(OTJ

Eastern llinois 54

The fencing club will
host its fall tournament,
the Ring of Steele, Saturday and Sunday in the
Bashear Gym.
United States Fencing
Association members
are invited to compete
in foil, epee, saber and
the new women's foil
division.
Spectators are encouraged to attend the event,
which will begin at 10
a.m . each day.

Sports Briifly is com11iled by
assistatrt sports editor
Amam6rLtr.

MUrTay St. 54
Samfonl l 7

G.rdner·Webb 24
Tenneaee-M.rtiaO
SEM036

Tennessee Tech 30

Oct. 30
SEM0 2
MurTay St. 1 (OTJ

Tennessee Tech 3
Samford 2

Change the World of Healthcare.... Become a

Advertisers, reach more than
10,000 .MSO students, faculty and
staff with your Christmas Open
House ad in ·our Nov. 15th edition.

Doc-tor or
Chiro

Help People

Gain the skills to assist your patients to achieve
and maintain a healthy lifestyle.

Income
Eam a substantial salary commensurate w ith your
position as a Doctor of Chiropractic.

Be Your Own Boss
Most Doctors of Chiropractic are In private
practice working an average of 40 hours per week.

Become a Doctor
Prestige, respect and expanded leadership
opportunities are available as a Doctor of
Chiropractic.
Call Logan College of Chiropractic today to
change the world of healthcarel

Logan

1-800-533-921 0
www.logan.edu
loganadm@logan.edu

College •of• C hiropractic

• Movies
• Home CD Players
• New Car Stereos
• CD's

$1&: up
$2~&:
$8~&:
$2 &: up

up
up

• Stereos

• Printers

• Dvd's

•Amps
• Sc8.Dllers

•Jewelry
• Playstatlon games
• Power tools
•Playatation 1 &: 2

• Guitars
• Guns

• Knives
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Racers stay unbeaten at home, drill Samford 54-1 7
by Nick Batts
staff writer
The Murray State Racers used
trickery to get on the board early
Saturday against Samford, but they
would not need it the rest of the day.
MSU dominated on both sides of the
ball en route to a 54-17 victory in
front of more than 2.500 fans at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
'Things are starting to look up
around here after the win." said
Head Coach Joe Pannunzio. ''I was
proud of the way our kids played
Saturday. Going into the game.
Samford was a team that I was
impressed with. and they're very
fundamentally sound. I'm pleased
with the way our team responded in
the third quarter to the challenge
from Samford and the way that we
finished the gurne off nnd put it out
of reach."
The win evened the Racers'
record at 4-4 and gives them u shot
at the Ohio Valley Conference
Championship.
MSU scored early in the first
quarter on a trick play. Junior quarterback Stew~trt Childress stepped
out from under center and started
yelling to his receivers. as if to call
an audible. As Childre~s was walk·
ing toward the receivers. the ball
was ~napped directly to freshman
running back Ron Lane, who took it
43 yards for the score, giving the
Racers an early 7-0 lend.
The Racers continued to dominate
play throughout the half, out-gain-

Karri Wurth/The News
Murray State freshman running back Ron Lane breaks loose for his lone touchdown of the game. Lane and the Racers defeated Samford 54-17 Saturday to stay unbeaten at home and kept their hopes alh·e for a chance at the Ohio Valley Conference Championship.

ing Samford 251-85, but only managed three field goals by junior
kicker Shane Andrus to give MSU a
16-0 halftime lead.
Samford got back in the gnrne in a
hurry. as Cortland Finnegan
returned the opening kickoff of the
second half 95 yards for a touchdown. his first of two kickoff-return
touchdowns for the day. The Racers
put up a strong offense. however,
and answered the Samford anack
with 38 second-half points.
Childress played a strong second
half, finding junior receiver Deandee Green and junior tight end Brandon Roddy for touchdown passes of
29 and 27 yards, respectively. Childress finished what was a stellar day
for many Racer offensive players
with 270 yards passing, completing
22 of 29 passes. Childress' favorite ·
target was Green, who hauled in 10
passes for 180 yards. MSU also put
up 279 rushing yards, \\ith senior
tailback Billy Blanchard gaining
150 on 25 carries.
The Racer defense also came to
play, surrendering only 183 yards of
total offense to the Bulldogs.
"We just keep improving," said
sophomore safety Demetrick Westbrook. "1 think a lot of it is we' re
trusting each other."
However, Samford did gain nearly 400 return yards, including two
95-yard kickoff-return touchdowns.
The Racers will return to action at
I :30 p.m. Saturday against Tennessee State at Roy Stewart Stadi· um.

Men's, women's cross country teams conclude seasons at OVC Championships
staff report
Following a consistent season
of running, the men's and women's cross country teams
wrapped up their seasons Saturday, finishing third and fourth.
respectively, at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships at
Morehead ' s Sunny Brook Golf

Course.
The men 's squad scored 99
points and was led by senior
runner Ryan Davis. Davis finished lith out o f 64 runners in
the 8,000-meter course with a
time of 25:45.3 . In the same
event, sophomore Tim Bradley
took 13th, finishing in just under
26 minutes, and sophomore

-····--~----·-·----···
...... ""'"''J~
.... ~,.,.,~ .... ,,.. ~.. ., .. ~ ...... " ........ "'" .....
.:.,
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Brandon Lancaster ran l8th with
26: 16.7. Eight teams c ompeted
in the event .
Other Racers who fini shed
include junior Jeremy Burkeen
(27th) , senior Devin Wither
(30th) and freshmen Michael
Sullivan (36th) and Nathan
Clinkenbeard (55th). MSU took
second runner-up behind overall

champion Eastern Illinois and
second-place Eastern Kentucky.
The women's lc:un scored 144
total point s. led by freshman
Megan Walker-Richards, who
placed 23nl out of 63 runners
with a 19:25.4 llnish in the
5 ,000-mctcr course. Freshmen
runners Heather Vincent and
Megan Ruinvillc finished direct-

'~UIU~

~SCRAPBOOK PATCH & GIFTS

"'fltc Scrapbooklng Store Everyone Js Talking About"

• uc-gcst Selection &: l.atest Designs • Lowest Prices Around

VIdeo !iuper !i'l:ore
ManY of )II()Ur favorite classics & new releases!.

• Over 3"000 DUDs in stock!
• New arrivals weeklY.
The best setecflon of PS2. GameCube &- XBOX eames in town.
714 N. 12th St. rteVt~eSDADfca.J l

• Friendly Atmosphere • Specializing in supplies for:
• SPORTS • RECREATION ' TRAVEL • HERITAGE
• SORORJTIF.S ' BABY ' WEDDING 4 more

ly behind Richards, coming in
24th and 25th, respectively, with
times of 19:33.9 and 20:03.9.
Preshman Lauren Wilson was
37th with a time of 20:15.6 to
round the scoring for MSU.
Other runners who finished
for the women's squad were
freshmen
Brittany
Renfro
(38th). sophomore Erin Kratzner

(53rd) and sophomore Ariel Ray
(54th).
Eastern Kentucky won the
event, followed by SEMO and
Eastern Jllinois.
The OVC Championships concluded the outdoor portion of the
year for MSU, and both squads
will now tum their auention to
training for the indoor season.

The National Broadcasting
Society
would like to say congratulations to the
following for winning awards at our
Regional Competition that was held
this past weekend in Norfolk, Virginia:
Helene Diamond
and
Justin Young

416 Main St.' Murray's Historic Downtown •
Phone : 753·08S9
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Hope HarOOr Church ...

/ 1\

SAME TRUTH

~

Hope Harbor applies the timeless Truth of the Gospel to the
reality of today.

OFFICE: (270) 735· 1737
FAX: (270) 759-4625

DIFFERENT SERMONS

HOME: (270) 435·4635

Using humor and insight, you come away from Hope Harbor
knowang how to improve your home, your work, your life.

ralamkin@lamk.lnlaw.com

DIFFERENT MUSIC

CAN THE TIME YOU SPEND

fTfte 'Essentia[ 'lJay Spa

WATCHING MOVIES

•An AVEDA Concept Salon

COUNT AS CREDIT HOURS?

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

• Massage Therapy
• Body Treatments
• Facials •Sugaring
• Manicures &
Pedicures

Featuring a few tess hymns, a little more guitar and some
21st century technology - all combined to worship an awesome God.
DIFFERENT RELATIONSHIPS

Hope Harbor is a great place to meet other singles, other
couples, other parents, and to form lasting relationships. Life
is easier when we can do it together.

... a different way to do church.

1311 Johnson Blvd.
Murray • 767-0760

Located inside
Wai-Mart.
C 2002 Blockbuster Inc.

essentialspa@hotmail.com
10% Discount

w/ MSU lD

Gift Certificates Available

Advertise with The Murray
State News!
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SALE

19lill Fun.! ilnmu > II hlue •1-Wh<'d
drive . LIS,<~)(l mak~~ l(unnlng ho:u\ls .

753· 1176
J9')0 <'.hl'\'Y .\f.1libu, 4 door, $3500

TA'l1'EHSAU.'> ARABIAN HORS~; SAU:,
1\'ovcmlll..'f R <'< 9. Downtown l..cxmg
ton. Owr 300 Hc-.tu uf lkgistcrecl Ar.1
baan' H.tlr/ Ar.~hwn~. Moll' 'Jlun 200 10
Sell J\I):>(IJU!t'. lim~cs 'l'u 1-'>1 Anyon<'"
Wanes , For CltalQR Call: • aOS.~30-S464 .
ADDIS I.Ql~NE 1:-IC.

7S34S49
AtJCJ10N 1 10,900

i\nc~--6.000

FOR

Ant:'

All.~OUffiJ, Nov.·mlll'r 16, 10 AJ\1 ,
Op~-n Huusc. Nuvt·onlx:o 9. 10 & I 'i, 10
Ml • 2 I'M · Hckl :11 'll1c F.x~'t:ulivc Inn
111 l':lduca.h, " '' · 1OS r,l<'t$ u( ll~ nJ

·r

Hous~ for n•nc, 1102 Uu~l~es Sl ., 5
hedroutn , ;} rocb , 1/2 blo<k off Clffi•

fA•~-

FOR Ht:NT· H.lnlinsbul}l, KY prune
shoppang c·enler sp;tce av~ilahk•.
Stronll Co-rc·nanc~. W''ill vl~lhlllr:y, Also,
1\olly Ntuip()l--d 10000 ~r. !111><-..:ry :.tore
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wood a nd Ptnc Timlll'r (3 to ')00
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,HELP WANTED
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$.37 lor 1·YF.AR fXPERil':."'I<Y.. You

dt:M:rve this much

Frate rnities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2.000 lh1s semester with a proven Campus·
Fundraiser 3 hour fundraising
event. Our programs make
fundraising easy wtth no nsks.
Fundrais1ng dates are f1lhng
quickly. so get wilh the program!
II works. Contact Campus·
Fundraiser at (868) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Plu.~ Homt11fllC!

Mon.• experience means mon.- pay! 12
mos. OTR r~'tJUIH:d llc:utlantl I·:Xpres.,
1-800-441-4953
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Larry & Lynda Ward
www.statellnewesternworld.com
Barry Ward

NCAA Football, NC AABas ketball
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f'l.'QUtrt~l &J0.63}--9123,

I.AKE HI:J(RINGTON, XY N~:Wl l.akefnllll I~Jg llnmc. 2 acs. NE\\1 LAKE-
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770·9:~ 1J

MISCEllA\EOL'S
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Classified Rates
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\.'XI ,
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LAKE IIARGAII" $24,900 Fn:c c:uvcred

hr.:ot lohp! Gently sloping lake vk·w,
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Payment due when ad is
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The Murray SIIU~ N~s
111 Wilson HaU

Murray, KY 42071

Wednesday
Spaghetti !ipecial
1.gg

s

B~c:k.!
--SPAGHETTIwith Meat Sauce or Martnara Sauce
---$1.99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
Lunch &Dinner • II a.m. · 9 p.m.
970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

Papliaif Pizza

u.s._ . _

0

"Mocktails" will be served
on Nov. 18 from 10 a.m.- 2
p .m. in the Curris Center
Rocking Chair Lounge.

-$FP"~

fallu~.

lnf<'C'Ionn, hlnotl docs or a samkc after

FREE ADMISSION!

Sponsored by:

ext 91H.

111 Wilson Hall

NFL, MLB, &NBA

with Guest Speaker, Rick Barnes
Monday, Nov. 18
3rd floor Curris Center Ballroom at 8 p.m.

cpm l

p3ny. twt•ds Comp:lny Driver<; ;md
Ov.·n,·r Opcr.uors to C<)Oitn\lt! gruwing.
Home wcckmtl~. No NYC <If C:madJ,

Payment is due w hen the ad is placed.
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1842 State Line RD. W.
HWY. 893 West
Hazel. KY 42049
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FAX: 270-492-6248

I:.Tij5.

er, Filched only. Home Wec:ken<b.. Call

Find It in the classlfleds!
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t'XI,
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CIYI ,

-----rntMkS Dl!fll(".A,l!l> "tl.A'I'b~f}-o
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Awilahle J--800-{)35-7091.
~tram .
C:lll
l-ll{)()-(]-l . J)RIVE
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ant<.'t.-d lf<JrllC Tune, l·bthc.'tl Tr.1inlng
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111 South 4th Street
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Cowboy:

•
Growing sport wows crowds with high speeds, exploding balloons

From Page 1
pcrfonn gun-slinging, rope-spinning
and whip-cracking Wild West tricks
during intcnnissions.
"I'm hoping this wi II be one of our
bigger fund-raise r~." Brien Terry,
equestrian team hum-~eat coach.
said. " 1 really don't know What to
expect- this is the first time we've
done one of these here. We've put up
about 130 posters 10 advcrti~ the
event, and we've contacted many
local radio stations. gun clubs and
special-interest groups."
Although few arc familiar with the
sport, CMSA has attracted thousands
of members since the organization's
finil competition in 1992 at Winter
Range in Phoenix. In 10 years,
CMSA's membership has grown
from 20 participanlo; to more than
10,000 competitors and enthusiao;ts
based out of more than 77 clubs in
47 states, according to the organiza-
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lion's Web site.
CMSA's site also explained the
specifics of the mounted shooting
competitions. In each pattern, or
"stage," the contestant shoots live
targets going away from lhe in-gate
with the first gun, then holsters the
revolver white riding to the fur end
of the arcna1 drawing the second gun
and shooting the last five targets in a
straight line toward the fini!.h line.
Shooters complete a stage in about
15 to 35 seconds, but are penalized
with added seconds for missing targets, dropping a gun. riding a pattern
incorrectJy or falling off their hor~s.
'This has become very popular as
an entertainment event for horse
enthusiasts," Chapman said. "lt's the
most exciting sport I've ever panicipated in."
In addition to horses and guns,
cowboy mounted shooting competi-

tions offer spectators the opponunity
to travel back in time. One of the
sport's unique aspects is the requirement placed on period clothing, tack
and other equipment used in CMSA
competitions. Although CMSA
events loo!<\ely incorporate harrclracing techniques into the patterns
the shooters must navigate, Chapman said costumes allow participants to distinguish tlwmsclves frum
modem rodeo competitors.
"It's all about embmcing the cowboy way of life in the 1860s and
1870s," Chapman said. "The entertainment value results from a combination of Wild West show, horsemanship, marksmanship and reenactment"
Since the original cowboys who
rode across the range have always
been assoc~ated with the American
ideals of freedom and expan!>ion,
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H.S.R.
Honest Safe Reliable
Automotive Services
•Corner of Coldwater Rd. & Hwy 121 •
753-8189

Enetnes

'"'

li21Free Pregnancy Test
All services frco of charge.
t;J Information About ALL Choices
(;21Caring and Confidential Help
/
1506 Chestnut Street (across from the I&T Building)
www.LHouse.org

It's
Wednesday
Spaghetti §pedal
s1.99

UFJ!HOUSE
CUe Cftlla'

'

B~~k.!
- - SPAGHETI'I-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
---$1.99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
Lunch & Dinner - II a.m. - 9 p.m.
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

970

.~::;:8!·

Pnglinii Pizza

753-2975

BAkes

DrlveabiUty & Electrical Diagnostics

and special relationship with his
mount, Spanky, have made him one
of the fastest guns in the South.
Among other recent American
Quarter Horse Association reiningand mnch-horsc .successes at national shows, Chapman currently holds
the title of CMSA High Point Kentucky Cowooy and has qualified to
compete in the 2002 Cowboy
Mounted Shooting World Championships in Scottsdale, Ariz., next
month.
Like a good-hearted range-rider
eager to share his good fortune with
his peers, Chapman said he is looking forward to this weekend.
''I'm very proud of Murray State
and the fact I get to come back and
help raise money for the equestrian
team through my hobby," Chapman
said. " I hope to represent them
well."
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Limousines and Vans

Weddings, Proms,

J:ab~tJ)' f
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304 Main Street

Banqufts, Birthdays &

Murray, KY

Anniversaries

759-5000

Toll Free Nationwide: 1-888-FOR MRJS
1-888-367-6757

1-888-9LUXURY
1-888-958-9879

CAB Homecoming/
Murray Madness chair
position open
Pick up applications in
the SGA office.
Applications due

Heattne & AC

Tune-ups

cowboy mounted shooting competitions.
'
"The balloons explode from the
powder emitted by special blanks
conligured for the same caliber,"
Chapman said ao; he explained the
extreme measures taken by.CMSA
to ensure the safety of all competitors and spectators. ''All the blanks
are tested and approved by the
CMSA home office before ever
being used in competition."
For the accomplished horseman
who now manages the breeds bam at
the Kentucky Horse Park, Chapman
said few other equestrian spor!s
have captured him in the way cowboy mounted shooting has him
"hooked." Chapman's accuracy,
refined after years of competing in
different shooting sports over the 10
years prior to joining CMSA, combined with his horsemanship skills

Complete Fonnal Weill' Headquarters

/l'IAif ~~ 1'~'~(/HAIII.?

~

Mgn: NFL. Big Scrun, Bur Specials

IY&: 5-9pm 75 cent drafts & $3 pitchers
~,~~·~ .Yad: 5-9pm 75 cent drafts & $3 pitchers
!bur: Lod1es' Nite, Karaoke, Bur Spec1ols
Eri: Karaoke
~: Live Bands
~ : Fru Pool & NFL package

cowboy mounted shooting competitions also impress audiences with a
cenain amount of flag-waving and
emotional. "uniquely American''
patriotic statements at the beginning
of every competition, Chapman said.
Even the guns used in CMSA
matches are true to the cowboy way
of life. All cowboy mounted shooters dress as tum-of-the-century cowboys and cowgirls and must shoot
their target balloons with replicas of
the original 1873 Colt Peacemaker.
a lireann known as ' 'the gun that
won the West," Chapman said. Only
original or reproduced fixed-sight
single-action Colt .45 revolvers
designed prior to 1898 are allowed
in the competitions.
Audience members will not, however, be witnessing a shootout at the
O.K. Corral - real ammunition is not
even allowed on the premises during

+

American
Red Cross

Calloway County Chapter

Nov.

12

at 4 p.m.

/003 Poplar St.

Murray, KY -12071

CPR for the Professional Rescuer
Date: Saturday, November 16, 2002 9am-4pm
Cost: $50.00 (includes books & materials)
Location: Red Cross office1003 Poplar St., Murray

Pre-registration requi redcome by t he Red Cross office to sign up and pay fees
Holly Webb, Executive Director
email : chapter@callowayredcross.ora

Call 753-1421 for more Information
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Phone 762-4468 or 4480
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KIUian's Irish Reel
New c:ascre
ON TAP

I

- Watch Monday l\llght Football
on ~e big •creen TV

$45 for one Hour

session

-Appetizer !ipeclai•••• S3.95

- S 1.75 Longneck•

can for .. apollltmeat

THE TROPICS TANNING

•VIDNIID&WI•
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SOI'Odq Girls

- Dance Floor
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'~our Brother~

Keeper"
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Bums Cut
$12

